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Abstract
A nev c k ., of fcifuiichoral redu active porphyrins based on meso tritolyl 
monopyridyl porphyrin has been synttasized arid characterized. In these compoureh the 
mese pyridyl group •'^ rvidcs a li^ f for a «esoraS redox active meWl site yielding the
imeso (tritolyDinwnop^ridyl RuClUXNHj)^.') porphyria], of the $»nsra1 structure:
where pyrtdin»« 3-CJ-pyritf'!».
Porphyrin triplet excited state kinetics sbov that the triplet excited state of the 
ioorptiyrin is quenched by the rutlenlurn moiety. This «P'.nching process is attributed to 
the intramolecular elac*.ron transfer from porphyrin to Ruthenium with rates vhich
depend on driving _ force as follows: For L » NH3  AE * 0.37, k =  4X 10 4 s_1, L’ ~
pyridine AE»0.55Y, k = 1.2 X 105  3 " 1 and L = 3-Cl-pyridine AE = 0.65 ¥, k = 5 X 
1 0 5 s ‘ 1.
Studied inrvolving u/IHsional intermoiocular quenching of the umsutetituted porphyrin
v
fey RuiH'K are cornered with thn eeilisionlsss, M£§moleeular systems. The
• I 'l (J ■
results s lw  ttest th® firtermolecular rate .■ « #  the rete of the intramolecular process
by a feeler it  03, with the insqfisJiti* determined by tte solubility of Ru (ME) (NHj ) 5 Py.
The intramolecular rates are found to U  extreme]s.! low when compared with redox 
processes for snslsgous porphyrin quinon® sptem3. Possi&le reasons for these differences 
are dfecussed.
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C H A P T E R  I 
Theory of Electron Transfer Reactions
2INTRODUCTION
Studies in Electron transfer (ET) reaction, have long teen a subject of intensive 
theoretical and experimental studies. The stiecesful interpUg between theory end 
experiment in the area of electron transf.r reaction makes possible advances in the 
design of solar energy devices, superconduction and semiconduction, as veil ast in the 
understanding of a wide variety of chemical, biological and microelectronic systems. The 
present success in comprehending and manipulating electron transfer events are due to 
the pioneering work of. Marcus 1_4, Levich and Dognonedze5, and Hushs~7, and, more 
recently, work based on quantum mechanics and time-dependent perturbation theory8"18.
Studies of natural photosynthetic centers over the last decades have brought 
considerable and intriguing data to inorganic biochemistry24"29. Indeed, inorganic redox
reactions are of primary importance in biological systems. These transition metal
i ■
complexes provide a wide range of oxidation states available svar a comparatively 
narrow energy range which make them versatile redox regents.
The present work will foccus on the design and synthesis of systems which mimic
biological ET. An urKSrstendiijg of 3 uch sptems could lead, to the systematic development
;1 . - ! ’ 5 1 1  r ' l  . ; : ' JS; • i ! .;i
of new families of icatalytic reagents* which could; fee used, for example/; in iI
photoconvertion of solar- energy.
Beyond the important goal of development of catalysts for photoproduction of
hydrogen, other re^ ox pathways play important roles in the oxidation of organic 
compounds, the inierconversion of nitrate and nitrite, the oxidation of water to oxygen,
the oxidation of C!" to Cl2,the interconvertion of nitrite and ammonia30, the reduction
of K" 5  to sromonia, tte ptotoreductlon of cartr'" dioxide 82, and the drain reactions 
initiated by a pts^fKtod electron transfer33.
The* emphasis in the present introduction is on photoinduced electron transfer where 
both the theorcifesi f r ' practical aspects of phetoiwiueed ET will be reviewed. Since the 
main chsfsps In the ..retoc ■ properties of excited state molecules are Independent of their 
type, whether are organic or irorgsssic, integrated treatment v lii be adopted 
that cavers bath types of species. Tte m m  treatment will ba followed in the 
experimental pert of this work. Here, the basic aim is to understand the process of ET
, ?
in biol&giea] sptems and provide new insight into the design of cetalysts for 
photoconversion of energy. ;
The first section is devoted to the theory of electron transfer reactions with special 
emphasis on the classical theory which aerved as the guiding principle for work on 
electron transfer for mire than two decades. Excellent ■ reviews and nweographs draw 
attention to the importance of this theory 2,-4,34-37 |t i$ important to emphasize in 
this section the teias for photcelectron-trafksftr reactions and redox properties of 
excited states.
Section two describes the ET in biological systems with emphasis on the 
photosynthetie apparatus. A clear understanding of photosynthesis may lead to a new 
solution of the problems of energy storage. |
A. THEORY OF ELECTRON TRANSFER REACTION
It is knovn that oxidation-redaction reactions of transition metal complexes can 
occur through tv© different mechanisms: ( i)  inner-sphereand (ii)  outer-sphere. Such a 
distinction was Introduced by Taube38, and extended later to cover particular esses of 
organometallic end organic reactions33' 39-41. An eleetron-transfer mechanism is said 
to be inner-sphere if  the reductant and oxidant afore one or more ligands of their first 
coordination sphere in the activated complex. The inneMsphere mechanism can occur 
vith or vithout ligand exchange. Hovever, the mechanism vith ligand exchange is better 
knovn since it is easier to prove42. If an electron transfer reaction requires ligand 
exchange, it cannot be faster than ligand substitution reactions and is unlikely to occur 
within the lifetime of ths photoexcited molecules 43. To date, it© example of photoinduced 
electron tranai&r by an ini»r- sphere mechanism hss been reported in ths inorganic
field. In the fields of organic and 'organomgffillic photochemistry the situation vould be
«■ ' . ■ '.. < . ■ •:
although the cooniincftm sphere mau charts in a separate reaction subsequent to the 
redox reaction. ■
51. The Classics? Theory of Electron Transfer Reaction
it Is assumed in the classically based Marcus theory jthat all ET reactions occur on 
, V.  ' ■ ■
an adiabatic surface potential, which is formed by an avoided crossly of the reactants
.  '  * . ■  r - ~ i  - i f *  ; ■  . . .  ■ ;  • '  ■ 1 -  • :  , •  :  i lU 1 : j; ! •:
and products (Figure 1)V Splitting of the tvo zero order surfaces by an interaction
energy 2 ^  Spends on the electronic states, the degree of shielding of the electronic
orbitals, an«? the distance and orientation between the reactants. Figure 1 shows the
profile of the potential-energy surface of reactants, UR (q), and products, Up (q), for
two different degrees of adiabaticity. In this figure, the potential-energy surfaces are 
plotted versus the nuclear configuration which is represented by the value of q. Here 
the nuclear configuration includes the solvent and both reactants, and the 
potential-energy surface represents the center of mass of a multi nuclear system, where 
a representative point moves with the same characteristics as a single particle. The path 
of the system is shown in Figure 2 by thick lines and arrows. Here the representative
point can pass from qR to qp . The classical path of the transition is through q*,
which gives an indication of the horizontal displacement required to achieve the electron
- • • !!:■■. 
transfer. .This is  s coim u^ence of the Frpresk-Condon principle which separates nuclear
motion from electronic motion. The energy required to move all of he nuclei from
•1
equilibrium to ths transition state q* is the quantity E^ ;. Marcus1 - 4  operates the
- ' : i > ‘ ■ :l -r
total reorganization energy Er into two parts, A. and h  oyi which represent the
• :r‘ . :■ -;h
1 nr«r-sphere effects and outer-sphere effects, respectively; These effects are also called
: v ; ■ ...........U -  I
! - v ;.. 1. , . . i ; , j i .  ii «• ■: m  ill hl'i: :
M ?; ;•
i!
Figure 1. Potential-energy surfaces of reactants Up(q);i and products Up(q) for an
■ /; ;f f! . i
, electron transfer process shoving two different degrees of adiabaticity.
6■H:
1
Kb ii 
!
■li:
ü* i:
■ v 'r  ■
1
! -i.
!Ü'
; . r. ,
!i;f
Figure !. Potential-energy surfaces of reactant and products showing the 
electron transfer pathway and corresponding changes in the
■*, o  1 - r r  * ■ . * - ■
•nuclear coordinates.

6the inner ami outer sphere reorganization energies and are important characteristics of 
electron transfer reactions since they determine, to a great extent, the height of the 
activation! barrier at the intersection point q * . These two types of rearranged 
vibration*] modes are low-frequency ( <1 0 0 cm'1) polarization modes for A 0U{ and
high-frequency ( »500-3000 cm" 1  > bond vibrations for i X  in 4 4  . The inner-shell 
reorganization energy is classically calculated, «sing equation ( t ) ,  by considering the i
inner shell vibrational modes as displaced harmonic oscillators:i • i
* * . «  t $ w  <»> 1
where Fj is the Hoofce'a law force constant for the i 1i> inner-sphere vibration and 
is the displacement from the equilibrium position of the vibrational coordinates caused by 
the electron transfer. Assuming the solvent to be a continuous polar medium, the outer- 
3[>here reorganization energy can be then estimated from the polarizability of th® solvent 
and is given by equation ( 2 ) /
*o»t = <i e >2 / 'w « o (5 5 T  *  2 5  ‘  '  B i )  (2>
where Ae is the charge transfered from (tonor to acceptor, at and &2 are the 
radii of the two reactants when in contact, r j 2  = r t + r2, € 0 is the permittivity
of the1 medium, and D0p and Ds are the square of the refractive indices of the medium 
and static dielectric constant, respectively.
in solution the rate constant, k may be written as 
K = k. exp (~ A G */K T ) = sc exp (~ A SV K )exp (-A H V K T ) (3)
where ft, represents the electron-transfer 'matrix element* which determi nes the probability 
of electron-transfer between redox couples.
ft has the value 1 for adiabatic reactions surf < t for non-adiatetic reactions. The
other symbols in the equation hove their usual meanings: AG*, A3*, AH* ore the free 
energy, entropy, enthalpy and K 1 $ the Boltzoiann constant.; Assuming a self exchange
reaction, AG* C8 n be calculated by the Marcus equation:
where Er is the total reorganization energy and AG is the overall free energy change.
The vorfc term wlrich Is the energy required to bring the reactants together is neglected. 
For a constant value sf the, reorganization energy, as it is shown from equation (4 ) , as
the value of AG increases, rate increases up to a maximum and then decreases. This is 
a centre! prediction of Marcus theory; thus the region of high exothemicity is called 
the "Marcus inverted region“. In Figure 3 the representation of the classical dependence
of rate on AS is shown. The dashed horizontal curve is for a diffusion-controlled limit 
which is responsible for the disappearance of the energetic information in fluid solution.
The above equation for the cross-reaction is slso written as:3* 3 4  * 4 5  “ 4 6
where AG* j and AG* 2  refer to the free energy of activation for the corresponding 
self-exchange reactions 6  and 7 and AG is the free energy change.
(4 )
(5)
Figure 3. Plot of the logarithm of the activation-control led ( continuous lin e ) 
and diffusion-limited ( dashed" line ) rate constants as 8 function of
* - > i
increasing exothermicity, according to the classical model.
Lo
g 
k
et
10
AG* >0,0 AG* = 0.0 AG* >0.0
AG* >-E p AG*=-Er AG*<-Er
11
A , ♦ A t  «==!=» A j + A , <6)
a 2  *  a ;  *=&=» a 2  ♦ a ;  <’ >
Equatisr» ( 5 ) can written as
■'"'AG,2 -  Er / 4  ( 1 + AG /£f ) ( 8 )
where
: Er = 2 ( AG  ^ + AGj) (9)
and csa be related to the rates of. two different electron-exchange react!or yielding the 
following expression:
^ 1 2  = ^  1 ^ 2   ^1 2  * ( 1 0 )
where
f= ( log K1 2  ) 2  / 41og ( kj k2 f Z 2 ) ( 1 1 )
with K j 2  being the «quiltbrium constant for the cross reaction.
The classical Marcus-Hush theory succesfully explains electron transfer processes 
ranging from simple organic compound end coordination compounds to proteins47, and 
electrode surfaces43. In a modified form, the theory can predict the rates of both 
ground state and electronic excited state reactions43. However, it does not (teal directly 
with reactants which are separated in space. Such reactions are common in biological 
redox centers and in solid state chemistry25' 29' 49“ 52.
2. The Semiclassical Approximation
In the attempt to interpret the temperature dependence of the rate of the 
cytochrome c oxidation in C. yinosum25. Hopfield developed a stmiclassical theory of 
electron transfer reaction»55. Hopfield used an analogy to the Forster-Dexter theory of 
energy transfer, to (fevelop this adiabatic theory.
In Hopfleld's derivation, the rate of electron transfer W ( sec" 1 ) is given by
W -  f  jHg^l2 ( 1/2i iCf2 } 1/2 « x p ( - ( E a - E b- A ) 2 / 2 < ? 2 ) (12)
f " iwhere
< ? 2  -  ( K a x | / 2 ) k T a coth Ta / 2 T  + ( k b x g  / 2 >k T b coth Tb/2T
A * 1 / 2  Ka x |  * 1 / 2  kb x g
k = Soltzfr&e's. constant 
T ■ Temperature in *K
• ks and kb srs Hook's law force constant for vibrations of species a and b
and Se and Xb represent displacement of nsielear coordinates from their equilibrium 
positions.
Here A reflects the barrier width, <S2 the shape of the potential surface, and Ta,
Tb is a tunnaling matrix element which dspends on orbital overlap. Ea - Eb is the 
potential for the. reaction.
13
This theory predict? that the electron transfer reaction rate will decrease 
expeswritially with increasing distance, and at a fixed distance, the rate of electron 
transfer depends strongly on redox potential.
The results from the classical experiments by Chance and coworkers were shown 
by Hopfield5 3  to be consistent with tunneling. However, the theory presents some 
aspects that are subject to criticism. For example, it has been suggested that electron 
transfer processes are far from being analogous to energy transfer34' 55, linked, The 
Forster-Dexter thsory5 6 ' 5 7  assumes that each donor and acceptor pair, couples to a 
different set of oscillators, whereas in electron transfer the movement of charge over a 
considerable distance would likely cause more disturbance to the medium. Consequently, 
the donor Grid socsptor can be expected to be coherently coupled to many of the same 
vibrations in the medium. As outlined by Hopfleld 5S, the Forster-Dexter formalism is 
valid only whan the electron transfer process is dominated by the contribution of 
high-frequency molecular trades.
Finally, the theory has not been completely tested, since in the Chance ami DeYault 
experiment »either the separation between sites, nor the exart nature and redox potential 
of the site« is known.
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3. The Purely Quantum Formulation
Using a formalism analogous to Hopfield's work, Jortner formulated the problem of
biological electron transfer in terms of a noraaJiabatie multiphonon non-radiative decay
process in a (fefue medium54.
The resulting rqte equation is given by.
W ^*Aexp(-S{ 2 v + 1 )1 x Ip { 2 S |  5 ( v  <• 1 ) }  , / 2 } l (  v + t )/  v]P / 2  (13) 
where •
A = 2 tf|V 2 | / f t 2 OvithV (cm_ i ) = 105 exp<-R)
R = center-center distance £
ip is the modified Bessel function of order p.
S = ( A2  )/2  where A is the horizontal displacement of the potential minima.
v is the Bose faeter, given by v = [ exp ( ?Ka>/ KT ) - 1 1- 1
p- lAEl/flCs)
The wavefunction overlap ¥, expressed in the prefactor b, shows an exponential 
decreaise of the rate with distance increase. There is no significant dependence of A on 
AE, but AE «toes affect P. The mean fneqwncy < w  > is used to characterize the
intramolecular reorganization modes, in tte seme wag as < o> > characterizes the. S
low-frequency medium reorganization modes. For fluid, polar solvents, the polarization 
modes are of very low energy at room temperature with KT »  hco, and this fully
qu&rtum-mechanical theory reduces to the classical Marcus expression.
A similar equation has been developed by Huang and Rhys 1 1  to describe the shape
of optical absorption bands of F-centres in crystals. They differ only in some constants
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sieving to do vith the difference between optical absorption and electron transfer. Further 
development w  achieved independently by Kubo5 8  and Lax9, to obtain much more 
general cases, including a variety of oscillator frequencies, with changes of frequency 
considered as veil as the changes of equilibrium position, using generating functions as a 
method of calcylstion 8*S9.
& carefyi analpis of equation (12 ) ,  stews that it is useful in describing ET 
phenomena throughout the entire tempereture rs. je exhibiting a continuous transition 
from temperature independent tunneling between nuclear potential surfaces at low 
temperatures to a classical activation energy at high temperature, it provides three 
distinct 1 1 mftir*g situations of interest.
a) Extremely low temperature lim it, for kT < ft < <*>s > «  ti <«> . Since no 
high energy modes are populated, the physical situation corresponds to temperature 
independent (nuclear) tunneling occurring from the zero point of the reactant veil to any 
accmifel® state ©r the product surface which are nearly degenerate vith it.
b) Intermediate limit or thermal excitation of the medium phonon modes, for 
ft < « s > «  KT «  ft <«> . How the tunneling occurs from the thermally excited
medium phoiwa modes. It is interesting to note that the rate is temperature-independent. 
Here the system tunnels through the barrier, corresponding to reorganization of a high 
frequency mode, while the reorganization of the lov-frequency mode occurs classically, 
providing an apparent estivation energy for the system, levich5  was the first to point 
out that the reorganization of the lw-fr©qs©ncy polar solvent modes results in a 
temperature dependent activation energy.
16
c) High temperature lim it, for ft < C0>, > «  ft <C0»> «  KT. Here the rate of ET is 
totally temperature dependent, with the sctivetion energy being described by the classical 
herciR! expression.
The mwSel presents by Jortner, proved to work quite reasonably in the fit of 
data ofctsipi .by DeVault ami Chance 25. Th; data fit ve il with AE = 0.1 Y, fi «a» » 
400 cm”*, S » 20, aixJ A -  10 ,9
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4. Rsdox Properties of Excited States and Photoinduced electron Transfer Reactions 
4-1) Redox Properties of Excited States
Electron transfer has been accepted as a mechanism for deactivation of fluorescence 
and phosphorescence for many years. After absorption of a photon, the molecule is 
promoted up to or« of Its excited states, becoming both a stronger reductant and a 
stronger oxidant than the corresponding ground state. Here the electron in its excited 
stsfo is more weakty Sound ( strong reductant) and at the same time generates an 
electron hole pair with a hole in a lower level ( strong oxidant).
The energy charts for the excitation and ionization process D *7 D ~ and D / 0" 
( or D V  D * 8 nd D+/D ) ,  where D is the ground-state molecule and D * is tiw lowest 
excited-state molecule are shown in Figure 4, where the oxidation of a porphyrin 
molecule i? described. The electrochemical redox potentials of the couples D / D +, 
D */  D* vs. a reference couple A/ A"  ere related to the free energy changes according 
to the folowing equation:
AG * AH - T AS = - n F E . (14)
Assuming that the Stokes shift between ground state absorption and excited state 
emission is small, the consequently negligible changes in size, shape, and dipole moment
in the excited state yields AS *  0; therefore, the expression acquires a new form:
AG -  AH ( I S )
Sine« A G » - n F E and making n F » 1, the D+/ D * ( D * / D " )  redox couple can be
Figure 4 • Potential Surface for the excitation end ionization processes of 
porphyrin. 1 p = ground state porphyrin, ^P* = lowest singlet 
excited state; 3p* = i0ve3t triplet state; = cation radical
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evaluated S3:
E ° ( D +/ D* )  « Ee C&+/ D)  - E 0_0 ( D —>D*)  (16)
E 0  ( D */ D ~) *  E 0 / D ~) + Eq_0  (D —► D *) ( 1 ?)
* ? '
The values of tf# excited state redox potential for the tradition metal-complexes 
with bipyridyl and phenafrthronne ligands iwe- ken ssieessfull y predicts from a knowledge 
of th» spectroscopic excited-state ©Rsrgies E 0„0 CD —-*D*) and the ground-state redox 
potentials 9 3  described by eq (15)  and (16> ^  61. The spectroscopic excited-state 
E ^  (P P*> and the yround-state redox properties for several porphyrins derivatives are 
known and the son® emulations are ®wt to hold 62_64.
fit collection of estimsted spectroscopic energies and redox potentials for the singlet 
and triplet excited states for severs! porphyrin derivatives is available in the literature 
<&swf is shown in table 1 and !!. The increasing redox potential for both the triplet and
singlet excited states of free base tetraphenylporphyrin ( HjTPP) can be envisaged in
.'iaure 5 . St is clear from here that photoexcitation increases the redox power of H-JPP 
by 1.91 ¥ for singlet excited state and by t.44 V for triplet excited state.
4-2) Ph&toelectron transfer processes
There are two major processes by which the lowest excited state of a molecule 
can deactivate in 8  bi molecular process: energy transfer and electron transfer. These
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TA8LE I. Estimated Energies and Redox Potentials for the Ground and Singlet Excited 
States of Porphyrins*
Singlet
porphyrin
Singlet 
E o-o S - S  /
eV
E (P+/P )/ 
V
E <P/P')/ 
V
E ( P +/ 1P * ) /
V
E ( 1 P*/P">/ 
V
H2T P P b 1.91 1.24 - 0 . 6 6 - 0 . 6 ? 1.05
ZnTPPS0 2 .0 5 0 .86 - 1.16 - 1 . 1 9 0.89
ZnTPPCd 2.03 0 .80 - 1 . 25 - 1 . 2 3 0.78
ZnTPP 2 . 06 1.04 - 1.11 - L 0 2 0.95
ZnTMPyP* t .98,  T 1. 18 - 0 .8 5 - 0 . 8 0 1.13
PdTPPS 2.21 1. 18 - 1.04 - 1 , 03 1.17
PdTPP 2.21 1.24 - 0.91 - 0 . 9 7 1.30
PdTMPyP 2 . 18  n  ; ■1.40 - 0 .63 - 0 . 7 8 1.55
a Daia.for pophyrins derivatives are based on ref 70. E t ^  vs. SCE in C H jC ^
from literature have been converted to values vs. NHE by adding 0.24 V. b TPP = 
tetraphenyIporphyrin, c TPPS = tetrakis(sulfonatophenyl)porphyrin ,  ^ TPPC = tetrakis 
(carboxypheny)porphyrin ^ T M P y P  = tetrakis( N-nrcethylpyridyl) porphyrin
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TABLE II. Estimated Energies and Redox Potentials for the Ground and Triplet Excited 
States of Porphyrins
triplet
porphyrin
\r
E 0-0 T-T / 
eV
E (P+/P)/  
V
E (P/P ' )  / 
V
E ( p +/3p* )/
V
E ( 3P*/P‘ )/ 
V
H2Tpp 1.44 1 24 -0.86 -0.20 0.58
ZnTPPS 1.61 0.86 -1.16 -0.75 0.45
ZnTPPC 1.60 0.80 -1.25 -0.80 0.35
ZnTPP 1.59 1.04 - 1.11 -0.55 0.48
ZnTMPyP 1.63 1.18 - 0.85 -0.45 0.78
PdTPPS 1.78 1.18 -1.04 -0.60 0.74
PdTPP 1.80 1.24 - 0.91 -0.56 0.89
PdTMPgP 1.81 1.40 - 0.63 -0.41 1.18
Data for pophyrins derivatives are based on r e f  70 . E 1 ^  values y s . SCE in CH2 CI2  
from literature have been converted to values vs. NHE by adding 0.24 V.
Figure 5. Schematic diagram shoving the difference 1n the redox potentials 
of the lowest excited singlet and triplet state and the ground state 
of the H2 TPP.
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y  P = H2TPP
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two quenching processes are often difficult to distinguish since the energy - transfer 
reactions can lead to the same oxidized or red (iced products expected from 
electron-transfer reactions, and electron - transfer reactions may undergo subsequent 
reactions, resulting In no net redox chemistry65. The ability of an excited state to be 
involved in an energy transfer process is related to the excited state energy , whereas 
the ability of an excited state to be involved in an electron transfer process is related 
to the excited state reduction and oxidation potentials. The nature of the quencher plays 
an important role in assigning the operative quenching mode. The nature of the quenching 
mechanism, can te distinguished by fcwwing the energy of the lowest excited state of 
the quencher, th® ground state r#dox potential, and the excited state sr»rgy of the donor.
Correlations between the quenching rate constants, and the thermodynamic quantities 
Involved for homologous classes of donors "and/or quenchers have proved to be useful in 
the elucidation of the nature of the quenching mechanism. For an electron transfer 
process the quenching constant increases as the exothermicity of reaction increases,
finally reaching a diffusion controlled plateau. Recently Barboy and Feitelson6 6  reported
:• i -
the results of tte singlet excited-state quenching of zinc octaethylpophgrln ( ZnOEP ) 
with a series of quenchers which spanned a large range of redox potentials. They 
ssdgned ths qus ashing process as being by electron transfer. The possibility of 
quenching by energy transfer is ruled out since the lowest excited state of these 
quenchers lie at higter energy relative to the lowest excited state of the ZnOEP. The
plot? of log kq vs standard free energy etarp ( AG°) ( Fig 6  ) stow that the quenching
of ZnOEP follows the reduction and oxidation potential of quenchers known to be electron 
acceptor and donors, respectively, in a way which suggests that the electron transfer 
might be responsible for the observed correlation. For good quenchers, in which the
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two quenching processes are often difficult to distinguish since the energy - transfer 
reactions can lead to the same oxisfesd or reduced products expected from 
electron-transfer reactions, and electron - transfer reactions may undergo subsequent 
reactions, resulting in no ret redox chemistry65. The ability of an excited state to be 
involved in an energy transfer process is related to the excited state energy, whereas 
tbe ability of an excited state to be involved in an electron transfer process is related 
to the excited state reduction and oxidation potentials. The nature of the quencher plays 
an important role in assigning the operative quenching mode. The nature of the quenching 
mechanism, can be distinguished by knowing the energy of the lowest excited state of 
the queacher, the ground state redox potential, and th® excited state energy of the donor.
Correlations between the quenching rate constants, and the thermodynamic quantities 
involved for homologous classes of donors and/or quenchers Iwrve proved to be useful in 
the elucidation of the nature of the qus netting mechanism. For an electron transfer 
process the qusrsching constant increases as the exothernricity of reaction increases, 
finally reaching a diffusion controlled plateau. Recently Bar boy and Feitelson6 6  reported 
the results of the singlet excited-stste quenching of zinc oeiaethyl porphyrin ( ZnOEP ) 
vsith a series of quenchers which spanned a large range of redox potentials. They 
assigned the quenching process a® being by electron transfer. The possibility of 
quenching by er»rgy transfer is ruled out since the lowest excited state of these 
quenchers lies at higher energy relative to the lowest excited state of the ZnOEP. The
plots of log kqvs standard free energy change ( AG°) ( Fig 6  ) stow that the quenching
of ZnOEP follows the reduction and oxidation potential of quenchers known to be electron 
acceptor and donors, respectively, in a way which suggests that the electron transfer 
might bs responsible for the observed correlation. For good quenchers, in which the
S'
Figure 6 . Dependence of rate constant fcq for ZnOEP 11 foresee nee quenching 
by electron acceptors ( A , A ) and donors ( 0 ,  © ) .  The open 
and filled symbols refer to acetorntrile and toluene solutions 
respectively. This figure is adapted from reference 6 6
c
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AG° of the system is strongly negative, the rats constant is diffusion limited with 
1^  ■ 1.5 X tO1 0  IT 1 s"1. The broken line in Fig 6  is determined accordingly to the
modified Marcus theory, proposed by Rehm and Weller 67>68. This model predicts the
absence of the inverted region for high exothermic and subsequent deer esse in log
kq with AG® for the qusncMng by electron transfer. Deviation from the theoretical
prediction is observed for rate constants less than JO9 M"1 s ' 1 , suggesting
that other quenching processes exist and are more rapid than the electron transfer 
itself. Mors examples of this' kind of appru^h are provided by the literature 69" 74.
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B) Electron Transfer reactions in Biologic«! Systems
in view of the arvailable three dlmerssiontl and electronic structural Information 
•boat metalloproteins, many recent advances have occured recently in understanding the 
tiK»t simplest ubiquitous process in life; the transfer of an electron from on» site to 
another in a molecule.
Grey and coworkers 7 5 - 7 9  hsve studied electron transfer reactions between 
metalloproteins and small molecules, for example, in an early work7 6  they reacted
cytochrt.TiSC (horse tesrt) with Fe( EDTA) 2 ", Co (phen )^+, Rti( KH 3  )£* and Fe(CN )jj".
The rates of electron transfer were compared to theoretical values calculated using the 
equations of Marcus theory. They fours! that the rates varied by a factor of «tout 10 3
for the various reactants in the order Fe(CN )j-‘  > Co (phen ) j + > Ru( NH 3  )£ * >
Fe( EDTA) 2  “ . The large variation in the observed rates are attributed to differences in
the amount of p  net ration of the protein surface by the metal. Since most of the protein 
netal. sites are protected from reactants in the medium by peptide chains, reaction with 
these reactants will involve interaction with the blocking residues with some 
thermodynamic cost. Another factor responsible for such variation is the degree of the
«-overlap tetween redox centers, ligands which have orbitals of l i  symetry available 
facilitate overlap between the redox centers of the proteins.
Using different metalloproteins they also found that the kinetic accessibility relative 
to Fc ( EDTA ) ' 2  increases according to th„ series 32urin *  High potential-iron sulfur
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protein (HiPI) < cytochrome c 5 5 , < cytochrome c C horse heart ) < plastocyanin <
stellacyanin. This parallels the extent to which the metal is buried in the peptide.
To determine the s^rfsncss of separation between the protein redox center to a given 
reagent, Mauk et al. 7 7  developed an equation for the reaction distance in a protein
self-exchange reaction. The equation is valid only for small Er and may be written 
Rp *  6.2- 0.3S In ( K ft ) <t8 )
where R p equals half the intersite distance for protein self-exchange and is the
ealculatad sslf-exchange rate, extrapolated to infinite ionic strength. They found a 
diijtence of « 1 0 .& between heme and iron for the reaction of cytochrome c with
Fe ( CM )63-.
In recent work, Winkler et al. 7 8  took advantage of the histidine-33 residue of
fericglachrome c to bind the metal complex pentaammineruthsnium ( I I I ) . This is the 
only imidazole group available for binding and is about !5±  ! §  from the heme-iron.
They followed the reaction P-Fe(IM)~R«(ll) —► P-Fe(l!)-Ru(lll) . Optical excitation
induces electron transfer from tris { 2,2' - bi pyridine ) ruthenium ( I I ) ,  which reduces 
the ruthenium If* the modified protein rather than the iron heme which is buried in 
the interior of the protein. The reaction was monitored by following tie optical
afasarbsiice of the reduced iron in the more thermodynamically stable P-Fe(ll)-Ru(HS).
They found that the rate of electron transfer occurs with a rate constant = 2 .0 t 
0.5 X to 1 s ' 1. Considering the large separation between the reactant centers ami the
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small exothermicity (AE »0.11Y) the manured rate is quite rapid. The reaction shows 
only a smell temperature dependence in the range from 0 to 60sc. These facts suggest
that the energy barrier to reaction is very small. Kostifc et al. ®° investigated long
instance electron transfer in ruthenium-modified azurin ami al m found a 
temperature-i ratependent rate.
isied et al. 8 5  have studied tta same System, using a different approach. They 
reduced the ruthenium in the modified protein by four different radicals generated by 
pulsed radielysis. The radicals were derived from formate, isopropanol, tartarate, and
pan^rijthritfil. The Afferent ratios of P-FeCHI)-Ru(H) to P-Fe(ll)-Ru(ll!) are
dependent on the steric factors or or the degree to which the radicals are hydrophobic 
or hydrophilic. The rate of electron transfer is almost constant and ranges from S3 to 
65 s ~l and t e a  positive temperature dependence.
Hoffman et al 8 2  to« reported regions uf [ Zn, Fe 1 hybrid hemoglobins which
were prepared by- replacing one of trie two subunits, «  or with a photoactive zinc (il) 
protoporphyrin ( ZnP ) subunit arsd keeping the other two subunits with the natural 
photofriert ferriheme [Fe<Hl)P]. The electron transfer reaction was initiated by optical 
excitation of ZnP to form Z^nP, which reduces the ferriheme in the reaction 3ZnP +
Fe(lll)P---- ► ( ZnP*) + Fe(H)P . Th® kinetics were followed by monitoring the
(iik*ppearence of the Soret band of the ground - state zinc (If). They reported K ET = 60
* 25 s " 1  at a hame edge-to-edge separation of «16  8 . Tho back-reaction occurs 
thermally at a much faster rate ( > 1 0  ^s “ * )t!»n the initial transfer reaction.
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McLendon et al. 8 3 ' 8 4  have reported the use of natural protein complexes known to 
be involved in biological electron transport processes. For example, they prepared
photoactive Zn pophyrin derivatives of cyt-c, cyt-b 5 , and Hb. For ZnHbFeOlDcyt
complex, they found that the electron transfer occurs from the photo active zinc
porphyrin triplet excited state to form reduced Fe(li)cyt b5  with a unicnoltcular rate
constant = 6  X 10 3  s_1. This rapid and efficient electron transfer quenching occurs
at a driving force of AE^l . OY with a separation between the physiological redox
centers of ca. 10 Particularly promising work comes from the cyt c/ cyt b 5  case
since the structure of both reectsnt proteins are known in some detail. For example, it 
is known that the hemes are oriented in a parallel fashion and they are sepatated at a
distance of 10 S . Tht driving force in Zn cyt-cFe(lil)cyt bg is AE *  1.0 Y. Rates of
electron transfer of ~ 1 0 6  s ' 1 were initially reported.
The Photosynthesis Apparatus
Photosynthesis 1s the? process by which green plants and photosynthetic bacteria 
invert solar energy into chemical energy. The photosynthetic apparatus is also useful! 
for stupas in electron transfer reactions, since several components employed in the 
electron tmmsport chain can be isolated. Plant photosynthesis involves a more complex 
apparetys, consisting of two pte?toche!mca!1y resctive sites, Photosptem s and 
Photosystem if. It is important to note that Photosystem I is similar to the bacterial 
process. More information about plant photosynthesis can be found in a series of
excellent reviews83-89 graj will not be discussed here.
Tte photosyrrthetic apparatus employed by bacteria is simpler than that employed 
by plants and the reaction center can be isolated from light-harvesting antenna - 
chlorophylls, carotenolds, and in some species phycobilins - with relative ease. The basic 
components of the bacterlochloroptiyll reaction center include the light-activated 
bscterioclhorophyll P - 870, P, which appears to bo a dimeric bacteriochlorophyll in 
which each of ike two units Is a magnesium dthydrochlorln; a bacteriopheophyttn 
molecule; I, which has been identified m  a m®gnesium-free pheophytln derivative; and 
one or more cytochromss, C, a® sscoratery electron donors. A subsequent electron 
acceptor unP. consist of two qufnone-ferrous ion complexes, Q. 8 5 " S 1
The kinetic events in bacterwhorophyll photosynthesis are summarized in Figure 7.
The reduction of the bacteriochlorophyll by the secondary electron donor ( step C P + —► ;
C+ P ) has b®8 ii the focus of early work in many biological systems which exhibit low 
temperature indeps'idsnt kinetics. 2 5  ' * * * > 9 3  The lack of activation energy at low 
temperature, found 1 j> these systems, initially suggested that an electron tunnelling 
mechanism was operative. However it is known that the electron tunnelling occurs only 
in the vicinity of the crossing point of the zero order surface and that its behavior 
does not affect the temperature dependence of the rate. Considering that tte electron 
transfer occurs simultaneously with the nuclear motion and that this nuctear motion 
controls the temperature dependence of the rate, Levich and Dogonadze9 4  and Sutin54, 
suggested that nuclear tunelling, ratter than electron tunnelling, was responsible for 
the temperature independence.
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I
c ,p  * i * a *Q
C * P '  * I * A * Q
Light generates excited singlet state
Charge separation between (Bchl)2 ( p) and BPh (I )  creating 
strong oxidant and strong reducant. ~ 10 psec
Further charge separation; BPh reduces QFe(A) 
~ 1 00 psec
(Bch l^  oxidises cytochrome c (0 ) , causing further charge 
separation ~ i Msec
Primary OFe reduces secondary Q. 50 a sec to 1 msec
Cf * p  * I  * A  * Q 7
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Perhaps the most interesting aspect of photosynthesis is the efficient charge separation 
which is responsible for the near t 0 0 £> quantum efficiency of photosynthethic electron 
transport. After removal or deactivation of the secondary acceptors (quinones) or 
secondary donors (cytochromes) from the Bscteriochlurophyll system, the long lived charge 
separation is no longer observed. This has been extensively studied19' 20,22,23,95-97 
important question fere is: does the photosynthetic system make the back reaction so 
slow? Different reasons may be sinjjgested for the slow reverse rate of the 
pfiotosyisttsetlc reaction In vivo including: a) The predict«] invert«} region equation ( 4 ) ,
is operating: The reverse reactions have a mush larger - AG than the forward reactions. 
The assumption here is that the E r i3  the same for both directions and AG = E r for
the forward direction. For the reverse reaction AG > E r , according to equation <4),  
causes a much reduced reverse rate. Once the protein is isolated from the photosynthetic 
apparatus, it is free to undergo conformational changes which involve changes in AG 
and E r . Such changes can result in fast rmrse rates, b) Changes in the matrix
element {Hg l^ can fee exacted after the electron leaves the orbital involved in the
forward reaction. Both tlse orbital and the amount of separation between the reactants 
might be affected after the forward reaction. Since it is unlikely that the distance
between the reactants changes appreciably during the time scale of the kinetic event in af. r , . ‘
rigid medium, it is more reasonable to accept that the change in jHat)| is due to
changes iwvolw;! in the orbitals after the forward reaction, c) Finally, coupling to
‘ ‘ ' V.H. : - ;
specific protein modes plays a part here and was suggested by Sarai.'5 8 These modes
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are well-spaced and do not represent a continuum as in homogeneous solution. The 
forward reaction is facilitated by the matching of the isoenergetic donor-acceptor levels, 
while the matching may not take place in the reverse direction.
Recently Dutton et al. 1 0 0  in an Interesting work, observed modification of electron 
transfer kinetics of reaction centers isolated from Rds. sohaeroides after systematic 
replacement of the primary endogeneous ubiquinone of photochemical reaction centers 
with a »cries of antrequinones (AQ) (Figure 8 ) . This replacement "tunes“ properly the 
driving force of the system. They observed a change in the rate of electron transfer from 
BPh T to Q which is a function of the driving force of the system. They also found that
at low driving force the endothermic reaction from Q 7  to BPh is the major route for
electron transfer from Cl T to ( BChl ) 2  f . in the AQ systems, the reduction rate
varies from 2 X IQ 4  if* for the lowest M  to 10 s" 1 for the highest &E values.
In summary, the biological systems provide powerful experimental vehicles for 
testing the theories of electron transfer. Nuclear and electron tuneling, efficient charge 
separation, ami iwth distance and driving force dependence on the rate of electron 
transfer can be observed and studied by the choice of proper biological systems. The 
new possibility of manipulating the driving force, the distance, and the orientation of 
redox partners at w ill, will open new oportunities to a complete understanding of trie 
problem of electron transfer reactions. To mimic these biological models, parallel work 
is in progress in synthetic organic and inorganic chemistry which involves the building 
of molecular models, where the distance, orientation and the energetics can be precisely 
defifrtsd. The information which can be extracted from such systems will be the main 
subject of the remaining chapters of this work.
•V; ' ' V
figure 8 A Schematic of the flash i noticed kinetics and the energy levels of 
the redox states of the components of reaction centers isolated 
from Rp3. spheeroides. ( adapted from ref. 100 )
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INTRODUCTION
In order to test the severs! competing models for electron transfer, a number of 
experiments were designed am! their results were reported in the literature1“29. These 
experiments involved probing the distance dependence as well as the driving force 
dependence of electron transfer and they rej^ ge from electron transfer between two 
isolated molecules in a rigid matrix to intramolecular electron transfer in a molecule 
containing both reactant partners. There is also a substantial amount of work involving 
electron transfer in organized media, such as micelles semiconductor solid-liquid 
interfaces4, and in monolayer assemblies5 ' 6  which will not be discussed here.
1 . fte-Biomimetic models for electron transfer
A significant amount of work has been done in rigid matrices to probe the distance 
and driving force dependant of electron transfer. The experimental approach in these 
works consist of producing trapped electrons by pulse radiolysi3 of glasses and to 
monitor the rates of electron tunneling to organic electron acceptors. Since one of the 
reagents is in excess over the other, its spatial distribution controls the average 
separation between doner and acceptor. This separation can then be varied systematically 
by changing the concentration of the reactant which is in excess. It is assumed here that 
the reactant in excess is randomly distributed in the matrix.
Elegant and highly relevant work was developed by Miller et a l7 - 1  where detailed 
studies of electron transfery involving organic molecyles in rigid matrices have been 
performed. This work was then extended to photoinduced electron transfer by other 
groups 8 ' 1 1  ~ 14. Hcwever, the interpretation of rate data where the reactant is in a
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random ensemble is difficult since the acceptors are randomly distributed in the glass, 
yielding  ^ distribution of transfer rates. Matrix studies are thus of primary value in 
providing qualitative tests of theory ratter than providing the definitive quantitative test. 
By holing donor and acceptor redox partners at fixed distances it is possible to 
surrssount the uncertainties associated with the distribution of distances. Using this 
method, several papers on electron transfer have appeared in which the donor and 
acceptor are held by a molecular sps&sr. t5-*v
For example, Taube et a l.15 have prepared some of the best-defined intramolecular 
electron-transfer In Teube's models the redox partners are connected by a
bifunctional ligand. The beauty of Tube’s models is that the structure of the bridging 
group can be varied coresident y k  measure the effects of its electronic structure on 
the rate of electron transfer, for example, they monitored the rate of electron transfer 
between cobalt and ruthenium, mediated by 4-4’-Bipyridine and related bridging groups 
1 6  . For the 4-4'-Bipyridine case (shown below)
they, used an external reducing agent which preferentially attacks the Ru(lll) metal, 
since the reduction of Co (III) involves more reorganization energy. In the next step
Ru(ll) reduces Co(lll) intramolecularly. They assumed that AG and the Franck-Condon 
factors are only slightly affected when the intervening ligand are varied ami, therefore, 
changes in rate can than be attributed to change in electronic coupling. Using the same 
strategy but in a more sophisticated way, Stein and Taube1 7 - 1 8  and Stein and 
coworkers1 9 " 2 0  used a series of 2 ,3 ,  and 4 ring dlthlospiro ligands as bridges
between Ru ( NHj ) | + end Ru ( NHj )^+ moieties. They found that the intensity and
11 Reshape of the Inter-velence transition are very sensitive to the degree of coupling 
between the metal centers. The observed decrease in the extinction coefficients reflects a
weakening in electronic coupling which was found to correlate well with the number of
cf-bonds between metal centers. 2 0
in order to more clearly understand the relationship between the bridging ligand 
structure are! the magntt«& of the interaction between the metal centers, Rlctwdson and
Taube 2 1  prepare a number of &ew complexes with the general formula [(Ru (HH s ) 5  ) 2  Un+
( n * 4, 5, 6  ) ,  where L is a rigid bifunctional organic ligand. They observed an 
intervalence bard in  the near IR for the Ru(ll) - L - Ru(lll) state for a wide range of 
ligands. The predicted expoitsntial decrease in the metal-metal interaction with the 
number of conjugated atoms was observed.22 However, ligands with an even number of 
conjuptsd atoms between rratala stowed greeter metal-metal interaction than those with 
an &M number.
A number of much more flexibly connects donor and' 'acceptor systems (shown 
below) have ten examined by Hurst et a i23.
Cu1fl
(N3M) 5 - R uw-f(0 )> -(C H 2)n-~ (HC^CStj)
In such a system they observed both thermal and optical electron transfer reactions far 
n *» 0. However, for n ■ 2, 3 ,4, or 7 no intervalence band was observed end the electron 
transfer rate was second order. Since one might expect the molecule to fold over, an
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efficient pathway for électron transfer via ir- overlap should occur.
Yerhosven et «1.2*~ 2 7  reported mors evidence for through-bond interaction from 
systersiatic studied on a series of domor/acceptor molecules covalently connected by 
flexible chain and, more recently, on a aeries of rigidly connected molecules, some of 
which are illustrated in Figure 1. They found the presera» of an intervalence band in 
these compounds where the possibility of «irect contact between the donor and acceptor 
groups are minimoL These compounds demonstrate unambiguously that through*-bond 
interactions are more important than through-space interaction.
Miller et a l9  studied electron transfer in the solid state between two redox 
sites which were held rigidly apart by virtue of being part of a steroid as shown in 
Figure 2 A . This figure also shows the sepatudon between donor and <*eeptor (10 8 ). 
The results are interpreted in light of (unfailing theory and qualitative agreement was 
found between the experimental results and theory. Furthermore Miller and co-workers 2<3
used the structures of steroids ( 5 (x-androütane), shown in Figure 26 , with a commom 
electron donor, 4-biphenylyl, arsd different electron acceptors. The experiments were 
performed in 2-methyltetrahydrofuran (MTHF) which was frozen to a rigid glass at 
77K. At this temperature the doner and accepter ere locked in a fixed conformation. The 
frozen glass is th®n subjected to pulses of electrons which causes the ionisation of tho 
solvent giving trapped electrons and radical cations of MTHF. The trapped electrons 
transfer rapidly to either donor and acceptor with almost statistical probability. Since 
the electron acceptor has a greater electron affinity than the donor, a nonequilibrium 
state results. Photometric absorption measures the rate at which the initial ion 
distribution reaches equilibrium. These experiments provide direct evidence for very
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fast electron transfer over a considerable distance ( ~ 1 0 l ) .  The lifetimes and
exothermicities for each system are shown on Figure 2B. The rate of electron transfer 
in these covalently connected molecules is faster than for equivalent molecules at a 
comparable separation in glasses, giving some indication that the steroids permit 
considerable through-bond interaction. This work has been extendend and, in a recent 
cornunicatton, Millar, Closs and coworkers2 9  have reported the synthesis and the kinetic 
results of a series of eight compounds based on the same steroidal spacer and electron 
donor described previously. The eight electron acceptor groups vere choosen to give an
increasing exorthemicity ranging from - A6  = G.G5eY to - AG = 2.40 eY. Using MTHF
as solvent they were able to calculate the major contribution to the total reorganization 
energy (A. = 1.2 eY) from the solvent reorganization energy (A 3  = 0.75 eV) are) internal
vibrational modes A .y = 0.45eY. According to Marcus theory, the maximum rate should
occur for the 2-haxahydronaphthaquininyl where - AG = 1.23 eY male Ives the total 
reorganization energy A.. Indeed the maximum observed rate constant, 2 X 109  s " 1 is
assigned to 2 -hexahydronaphthoquininyl and the rates decreased for higher exothermicity
as predicted by the Marcus theory. A plot of - AG vs rate constant is shown on Figure 
3. These findings provide the first unambiguous experimental evidence of the 30 year old 
prediction of the inverted region.
Figure 3 .  intramolecular electron-transfer rate constant from biphenyl ions to
< ! )  2-naphtyl, (2 )  9 - phenanthryl, ( 3 )  1 -pyrenyl,  (4) hexaftydro-
naphthoqinon- 2 -  yl, ( 5 )  2 -naphthoquinonyl, (6) 2 - ben2oquinonyl
(7)5-chlorobenzoquinon-5-yl and (8)  5 /6-dichloroben2oquinon-2-yl
in eight bifunctional molecules having the general stuctrure shown
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on the figure. This figure is adapated from reference .
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2. Biomimetic models for electron transfer
There have been many attempts to duplicate photosynthesis with artificial systems. 
In spite of much effort in this area, the progress to date has been slow. The most 
promising systems recently reported in the literature are the various redox 
center-linked porphyrins.30-46, multi-redox centers-linked porphyrin« .3 9 ' 4 7 - 4 8  and 
the doubly linfe*d porhyrina 4 9 - 5 9  Such systems, when properly designed, can also 
provide key information on the Investigation of the effects of distance, exothermiclty and 
orientation in electren-transfer reactions.
2 .Î Various redox center-linked porphyrins system
Kong end Loach 3 0 ' 3 1  have reported the synthesis of the covalently-linked porphyrin- 
quirwne complexes with n « 2 and 3 as shown Wow:
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The bercoquinone oxidation state quenches the fluorescence of the attached prophyrin in 
a variety of organic solvents. They observed a substantial decrease in the fluorescence 
yield and lifetime In acetonitrile and dlchloromethane. Long - lived radicals, generated 
by an unspecified mechanism, have been detected by electron paramagnetic resonance 
(EPR) . 3 1  Tabushi at aL 5 2  reported that the porphyrin fluorescence of the compound 
shown belov is efficiently quenched compared to that of the unlinked porphyrin with an 
equivalent amount of quinone in solution.
They attributed the fluorescence quenching to electron transfer but presented no direct 
evidence for such a mechanism. By the use of the same model compound prepared by 
Kong and Losch, Ho et el. 3 3  attributed the fluorescence quenching to an intramolecular 
electron transfer. The photoinduced biradical, P+ - Q~, can be detected by EPR. The 
quantum yield for formation of the EPR signal was very low and otter radical-generating 
reactions, such as electron transfer into the solvent or intermolecular transfer to the 
quinone moiety of another P-Q molecule could be the cause of the EPR signal rather
i.
than intramolecular charge separation. Further work by the same group5 4 ' 3 5  was done 
with the porphyrin and a family of quinone derivatives separated by n methylene groups. 
They found that the short fluorescence lifetime is strongly dependent on the solvent and 
the specific psmetry of the conformers which cart have a “cornpiexed“ or an “extended" 
configuration. In the former case the end group is likely to be folded so as to interact 
with the porphyrin, exhibiting perturbation of the spectra and diminished fluorescence 
lifetimes and quantum yields, whereas in the late case the porphyrin is relatively 
unperturbed by the end group. Finally, the light-minus- dark optical difference spectrum 
produced by irradiation of P-Q molecule in 2-methyltetrahydrofuran at 110 K gives 
some evidence of a cation porphyrin in the photochemical product complex. They also 
reported a long lived ion pair product that is stable for hours at low temperature.
Migita et el 3 6 ' 2 7  reported the formation of a porphyrin cation radical in the
octaethylporphyrin-p-benzoquinone system ( OEP) - (CH 2) n-BQ (n => 2, 4, 6 ) upon
excitation with a picosecond pulse ( 30 ps) from a mode-locked ruby laser. They found 
that the lifetime of the electron transfer state depends upon the length of the methylene 
chain and the nature of the solvent.
Chidsey and Boxer3 8  have prepared a complex which contains a chlorophyll 
molecule that is covalently connected by a single chain to quinones. The qui nones used in 
this work were chosen so that it would be difficult to reduce them from the triplet 
excited state. Thus, after the efficient quenching from the singlet excited state, the 
charge recombination to the triplet state would be sufficiently exothermic to allow 
triplet formation. They found an efficient quenching of the fluorescence with increasing
solvent polarity but no evidence for the formation of aT0- polarized triplet state by EPR.
Recently, Mataga et a l3 9  reported the results of the photoinduced electron transfer 
in (octaethylporphyrin) - (CH j^- ( benzoquiiione) (PnQ). The observation of an inverse 
exponential dependence on the length of the intervening methylene chains suggested the
♦
possibility of an intramolecular electron-tunnelling mechanism.
A complex with m  electron dtoxw.r. and „acceptor covalently connected by a flexible
* 'chain in a solid solution contains a very large distribution of linked chain 
conformations, limiting the usefulness of thsse n&lecules as a model for testing the 
distance dependence of electron transfer, tn order to overcome this shortcoming, Joran et 
al 4 0  have reported the synthesis of three rigid covalently attached side - by - side 
porphyrin -linker - quinofte(PLQ) (Figure 4 A) usi!*g as spacer units, tfw? f 2.2.2 ]
octane end bibicytelo { 2 .2 . 2 1  octane which prevent translational displacement and only 
allov rotational freedom. The edge-to-edge distances are fixed at 6 , 10, and 14 8 . They 
found an indications of a distance dependence from preliminary studies of the static 
fluorescence quenching of free base PLQ and In  PLQ systems, relative to a similar 
porphyrin not linked to a qin none. Sn another study, Wasielewski et a l4 1  have reported
the synthesis of the porpyrin-quinone shewn in Figure 4 B. In these molecules the i f  
electronic system of the porphyrin maintains a minimum 6-78 edge-to-edge separation
from tine quinone, and does not overlap vith the i f  system of the acceptor. The transient 
absorption spectrum, vhich vas observed 100 ps after the excitation of the ZnTPPMQ 
system, has teen assigned to the ZnTPP+t$T radical ion pair, given an indication that
the depletion is due to electron transfer. Preliminary kinetic results found that
photo? nduced electron transfer is sensitive to both the exothermicity of the system ami 
the dielectric properties of the medium.
Figure 4.
i
Structure of the rigidly covalently attached quinones reported by Joran 
et al4 0 ( A ) 8nd Waseielew3!d et al41 ( B )
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A different approach was adopted by Dalton et si 4 2  in colaboration vith Netzel4 3  
to overcome the shortcoming caused by the flexible chain linking the porphyrin and 
their redox counterpart. Instead of using rigid a molecular spacer, they covalently 
attached benzoquinone directly to the porphyrin at one of the meso positions. The
molecule, i3  shown below:
The picosecond transient absorption studies indicated very efficient quenching of the 
singlet excited state, t < 6  ps, followed by rapid repopulation of the ground state, along
with a substantial triplet yield. The extremely short-lived triplet state, * *  30 ps, 
generated a triplet ion pair which decayed efficiently to the ground state. The kinetic 
scheme is stown as follows:
0
hV
( t < 6 ps .) ( t = 35 p; j ( t = 1 0  ns )
0.6
Although the alwve scheme is kinetically competent. Netzel‘s work f.c* been
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subjected to criticism by Boxer 4 4  who pointed out the lack of solid experimental 
evidence for the proposed intermediates and the difficulty of rationalizing the extremely 
large ra^ es of intersystemj crossing from the singlet to the triplet and then from the 
triplet to the ion pair. Boxer also suggested the possibility of a very large exchange 
interaction in a singlet ion pair intermediate ( not shown ) , followed by rapid spin-orbit 
induced triplet-singlet conversion in .the ion pair.
Perhaps the most interesting models recently reported in the literature, are the 
covalently connected cofsciel porphyrin-quinon  ^ shown In Figure 5. Lindsay et a l4 5  have 
prepared a molecule (Figure 5 A) containing a porphyrin arid a quinone held rigidly at a 
center-to-eenter distance of 10 I .  They reported that the fluorescence of the porphyrin 
is quenched by 60 %. Leighton and Sanders 4 6  reported the extremely efficient 
fluroescence quenching caused by the parallel quinone in the model shown in Figure 5 B. 
This fluorescence quenching is reduced when the intramolecular metal co-ordination 
forces the quinone to be perpendicular to the porphyrin ring.
figure o The structures of cofacial porphyrin - qui none; ( A )  multtplu covalently
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connected cofôcial porphyrin - qui none reported by; Lindsay et al. and
( B )  porphyrin-quinone covalently, corrected by single chains reported by 
46Leighton an'd Sander . . ; .
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2.2 Efficient charge separation in & multi redox centers-linked porphyrins system.
The most important goal in the artificial photosynthetic conversion of light to other 
useful forms of energy is to achieve m  efficient charge separation. Nature does this 
very efficiently and several attempts to retard the back-reaction ( charge recombination) 
have teen reported. Moore et a l.47, in a series of papers, reported the synthesis of a 
triad consiting of a porphyrin linked to both a carotenoid and a quinone .This moleule is 
shown below:
y ,c. > w «=< ,c .^ .
/V  f;u. '  " (.i-/y H X-<f fij 1l j| I I \ s
0  ~ w  v N hn4  w  "Yj
0  X K - i A /
\/j>T
The formation of the transient species C + - P - Q •, occurs in < 10Q ps after the
excitation of th§ porphyrin and has a lifetime on the microsecond time «ale. This long- 
lived ptatodrivsn charge-separstlon involves a large redox change.
In another recant work, Mataga et al 4 8  reported the photoinduced
charge-separation process in (etioporphyrin) - (C ^ )* - (benzoquinone) - (CH2 ) 4  -
(trichlorobenzoquinone) (P4Q 4Q‘) shown in the following figure, in this system the 
redox potential of the the two quiison&s incorporated in P4Q4Q' are -0.75 and -0.22V 
causing a gradient redox potential so as to achieve an efficient charge separation. The 
picosecond laser photoiyses were also done in the P4Q system for comparison.
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The synthetic approaches for covalently linked dimeric porphyrins will not be 
discussed here as a complete review 6 ft 'this subject is available49.
Kinetically, several works have appeared, but progress in obtaining structurally 
best-defined systems for studies in ET has been 3 lov. The first initiative 1n pursuing 
such systems come from several groups who have prepared cofacial dimeric 
porphyrins.3 0 - 5 8  Neteel et al.5 6 ” 3 7  in colaboration with Chang and Boxer and their 
coworkers3 4 - 5 5  k.Vv reported systematic work concerning ftfc” preparation arid kinetics 
of cofacial porphyrim*. No photoinduced electron transfer is expected for these compounds,
nor for the mixed metal/metal-fret? (Hg~H2) diporphyrin in non-polar solvent. However,
the picosecond optical data from the Mtj-Hj diporphyrin 1 n more polar solvents, (toes
show quite different transient absorbance features within 6  ps. in the spectrel region 
expected to contain radical ion absorption. In symmetrical diporphyrins containing either 
magnesium or free iui? in both faces, decay occurs instead by a singlet-to-triplet 
mechanism. The possibility of a very efficient singlet quenching was reinforced by
further experiments where quinone added to a solution of the Mg-H2  cofaci8l porphyrin
MUcficised the primary ptoioproduct, sug^sting that 1t is an ion pair which reduces the 
quinone.5 8
Bucks et al. 3 9  reported the synthesis and kinetics of a series of covalently linked 
dimers and trimers of chlorophyllide derivatives. The dinwrs showed no decrease in
lifetime or fluorescence quantum yields as AG for the system became more negative, 
ruling out the possibility of electron transfer in the system under study. However, the 
trimsr showed a much «»re rapid return to the ground state absorbance, suggesting that 
the triplet yield was low. This fact might be and indication that electron transfer may
be occurring in this trimer, followed by direct recombination to the ground state.
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SYNTHESIS OF NON- BSOWMETIC MODELS FOR STUDIES IN ET
1. Preparation ef Intramolecular Electron Donor-Electron Acceptor model baa^ l on 
Diamanterw structure
in the search for a good system for testing electron transfer theories ve set 
several criteria in desiping appropriate molecular spacers, which are required to hold 
donor snd acceptor redox pairs at fixed distances.
1. The spacers should be conformationally locked", so that the donor-acceptor 
(»stance is unaffected by molecular vibrations or rotations. Optionally, they should also 
to saturated rin s^ to preclude through bond transfer.
2. The spacer should provide two reactive functional groups to vhich the donor and 
acceptor can be linked.
3. The distance between donor and acceptor should vary vithin a vide range. ( ca. 2 
- 1 2 8 ).
An ideal system vhich meets all these criteria is based on diamantane ( DAM ) 
shovn as follove:
Following im  procure described by Gund and Schleyer 6 0 ~6 1  grsm amounts of
4
5
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diamsntane can be prepared from rearrangement of the tetrahydro-derivative of the 
heptacyclotetreGecane "Binor-S“ ( I! ) in a cyclahexane solution of A lBrj. “Blnor- S“ 
( I ) ,  the most readily available of the iwm-[ 2 + 2  ] dimers of norbornadiene is easily
tirepared by using CoBr^^P^ + BF3 .0 Et2  a® catalyst. The preparation of diamantane
and its precursor are outlined In Figure 6 .
This system can be readily and selectively functionalized, providing several possible 
types of disubstitutad derivatives at varying distance of separation. The key reaction for 
affording such functionalization is the use of specific bromination conditions (ionic vs. 
Frtedel-Crafts) as outlined in the synthetic scheme (Figure 7 ). The introduction of 
bromine substituents into the three different positions on the carbon skeleton, forming 
diapical 4,9-dibrorfMiamantaRe (VI), dim&ditsl i , 6 -dibroinodiamantane (IV) and medial- 
apical l -^dibrwnswfiamantar« (Y) in varying ratios has been worked out in detail by 
Gund and Sshlepr.1*2"64 Because of the bridgehead stereochemistry, elimination, 
carbocetion migration, or other side reactions are precluded.
The aim of this work was to functionalize the diamantane structure in order to 
obtain the diacid diamantone. The feasibility of this synthesis offers the possibility for 
the preparation of a wide range of intramolecular electron donor-acceptor systems based 
on amide or esther linkages for studies on iff reactions. The amide linkage offers an 
advantage over the ester linkage since it is more stable to hydrolysis than tha ester 
linkage.
Shown below is one example of a simple structure in the present desisted to 
study the Intervales Charge Transfer (IYCT).
CoBf2 -2 PPh3  
---------------»
B F , OEt, AO «i_
2H2 , Pt02
------------------p
HO Ac , HC1 
(9696)
Cyclohexane, A1C13
------------------- >
A
Figure ? . Selective Bromi nation of Diamantane
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For example, 01»  approach could consist of irradiating a solution of 1,6-
diantSrseene diarmrertane by pulse radiolysis end then monitoring the appearance of the
Hush and Miller6 3  observed very intense !¥CT bands ( € > 1,000 ) when compounds 
A ami B ( shown W -*t  ) were irradiated by pulse radiolysis. Strong interactions
betvesn redox partners are expected to occur in both systems and the transfer Is 
thought to te through the available p orbital in the bridghead position in compound A
and due to the close proximity of if orbitals in compound B. These interactions are 
precluM in the diamaRtane structure: the transfer ran only occur through space.
To obtain the dlcerboxyltc acid tfiamentane, the Koch-Haaf carboxylation66-67 
method was employed. This approach was used succesfully for substituting adamantane. 
In th® Koch reaction carbon franoxida ganaret  ^ from formic and sulfuric acids capture«
!¥CT.
B
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a cabonium ion ( Eq. 2 ). in this work/ the csrtonium ions was genereteai from 
tert-butanol, which pnodiuced the R+ through tte hydride acceptor (CH3 ) SC + ( Eq. 1).
(CH 3) 3C + ♦. RH ----► (CH 3) 3C H + R+
R* + CO + H20 ---- * RCOOH + H+
In thlsvey 1,6 -dicarboxylic acid was synthesised end fully characterized.
This approach opens new possibilities for further «plications in the preparation of new 
molecular «Musts for studies In electron transfer reaction and solar energy devices.
( Eq.l ) 
( Eq.2 )
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Synthesis of dicarboxylic acid diamantane, vas performed by a aeries of published 
procedures.60"64' 66-67,to
Preparation of CoB -^ 2 PjaL catalyst. The precursor, CoBr2. 2 P# 3  catalyst was
prepared by refliodrsg overnight 10 g (0.046 mole) of anhydrous cobalt di bromide ( Alfa 
Products ) and 24.4 g ( 0.092 mole ) tripteriyl phosphine, in 200 ml ber^ ens. After 
cooling at room temperature, the blue-green catalyst vaa decanted and dried under 
vacuum.
Sunthesis of Biirtor-S ( 8 ) Two efficient high capacity condensers vere attached in 
series, to a 1-liter, 3-necked flask. The flask vas loaded with 200g of freshly distilled
norbornsdiene and flushed vith .Then, 2.0 g of CoBr2 . 2 P 0 Z catalyst and 5 ml of
freshly distilled BF3  - etherate ( Alfa Products ) co-catalyst vere «feted and the reaction
mixture va® teated careful!u to ~ 9 0  2  C. At this critical point, the heating mantle V88
removed as scors as the reflux commenesd and a vigorous exothermic process took 
place. This exotter mi c process vas allowed to proceed as rapidly as possilbe and a 
dry-ice acetone bath was used occasionally as a moderator. (Too much cooling may
induce unwanted polymer formation). After cooling to room temperature, 100 ml of: |
methylene chloride was ad&ed and the solution was washed with a saturated sodium 
bicarbonate solution and with water ( ~ 100 ml). The methylene chloride solution was
dried over i1gS34  8 Rd evaporated under reduced pressure.. The solid was distilled ( bp
902C / ~ 1.5 mm) and gave a white gelid, mp 62-63S C ( Lit.7 8  63-6<PC )
1.1 Synthesis of dicarboxylic acid diamantane
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Preparation of Mrahudro-Binor-S ( li ? The catalytic hyrogenation of Binor-S 
was pi r formed. 23.6 g of Binor-S ( 0.078 mole) was partially dissolved in 90 ml of
tot glacial aeelic acid containing 10 ml of conc. HC1. Then Pt02  ( 0.15 g ) catalyst was
added. The mixture was kept under 3 atm hydrogen pressure at 70*0. After three 
tours the system was cooled to roam temperature. The catalyst was removed by 
filtration andwm$f was added causing the appearertca of a biphasic solution. The bottom 
layer was extracted with mttliylene chloride, washed with water, dried, and evaporated. 
The crude tetrahydro - Bfnor - S ( H ) was further purified by distillation under
reduced pressure, bp 105- 110® C (« 1 .5  mm), to give a colorless and viscous
liquid. NMR ( CDC13  ) gave a complex speJrum in the range h 2.25- 0.75. 1 3  C nmr 
( ppm from IMS ) : Lit.7 8  49.3 (C H )2, 39.0 <CH)2, 37.5 (CH ) 2, 36.7 ( CH ) 2, 31.9 
( CH2  > 4  and 27.5 ( CH2  ) 2; Found. 49.7 (C H )2, 39.3 (CH ) 2, 37.9 (C H )2 , 36.9 
( CH ) 2, 32.3 < CH2  ) 4  and 24.8 < CH2  ) 2 .
Preparation of Disrontane (Hi). 10g ©f Tetrahydro-Binor-S ( It ) vas added from 
a dropping funnel to a 100 ml solution of cyclohexane containing 27 g aluminum 
bromide. The reaction w*s Initially exothermic but gentle reflux was required after the 
addition of tetrahi^ dro-Binor-S. After three tours of reaction time, the cyclohexane layer 
was decanted and th* catalyst was washed severe! times with tot cyclohexane Uirtil 
depletion of dismantane on the catalyst became evident. The combined extracts were then
washed with water and dried over MgSQ4. Evaporation of solvent left a semisolid residue
which was partially dissolved in atout 1 0 0  ml of pentane giving a white solid which 
was filtered. The filtrate was further concentrated until diamantane appeared as white
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crystals. Recrystal fizstfers from pentane gave white crystals, mp 244 - 245sc ( Lit. 7 0
244-245). 90 MHs NMR gave a single peak S 1.6 8 . Better resolution was achieved by 
the use of 400 MHz os shown in Tabled.
toBsMton of...1.6 ■dlbromofflgmaM  ^( J V ) .  5g of dlamentane in 25 ml of
bromine was heated under reflux overnight. After cooling, the bromine solution W88
diluted with CC14 or CHC1S end poured onto Ice. Small portions of solid sodium bisulfite
were then added into the stirring mixture until the bromine disappeared end the 
solution turned light yellow or colorless. The carbon tetrachloride ( or chloroform)
solution was theft washed with weter, dried over M<>S04  and eveporeted under reduced
pressure. Recrystellization from chloroform gave beautiful white crystals, mp 272 - 
274 *C ( Lit. 6 4  272-273 ). The 400MHz NMR spectrum and elemental analyses are 
summarized in Tabled.
Warning! Because carbon monoxide 
is evolved, the following reaction should to carried out in an efficient hood. A 2 0 0  ml 
three-necked flask with stirrer (vigorous stirrer is required ) , two dropping funnels and
a reflux coretefmr was charged with 100 ml of cooled HjSC  ^ (conc) and 1.4 g of 
diamantane in 60 ml of CCl4. A solution of 20 ml of t-butyl alcohol in 30 ml of
r  >
HCQOH was then added dropwise over eproximately 1-2 hours. CO evolved vigorously. 
When the reaction mixture turned pale yellow, the ice bath was removed and the 
r&sction mixture was stirred overnight. The red solution was poured onto crushed Ice. 
The layers were separated and the upper, 8cid layer was extracted with three 100-ml
portions of carbon tetrachloride. The carton tetrachloride solution was dried over MgM4
and then evaporated. The material was dissolved in ether and extract«! from the ether with 
a dilute «>?ution of scwii«m hydroxide. The 1,6 -diamantaiiedicarboxylic acid went into the 
water layer and vae then precipitated by the addition of dilute hydrochloric add. The 
crystals which formed were collected by filtration, washed with wetter and dried under 
vacuum. I i +, 27? ( 276 cal«i}.The40QMHzNMR spectrum and elemental analyses are 
summarized in Table 1 1 .
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TABLE I : ' H Chemical Shifts of Diamantene and its Derivatives
Proton
Compd Type area S ( 400 MHz) Element Calculated^ Founds
,v > Jb
8 2 1 77
C 6 1.72
b 1 2 1.69
c 4 2.54 C 48.58 48.47
d 4 2.50 H 5.24 5 21
e 4 2.38 Br 46 18 46.39
a 2 1.98
b 4 1.69
,OH
4
4
4
2
1.50 -  1.60
2.06
C
H
69.54
7.29
68.45
7.72
2. Preparation of Intramolecular Electron Donor-Electron Acceptor model baaed on 
Porphyrin structure
Meso-tetraarylporphyrins are a totally synthetic family of molecules. Because of 
their ease of preparation they have teen widely used as models for the naturally 
occurring porphyrins. Since these pophyrins contain a symmetric pattern of 
substitution, tfw synthesis involves merely the condensation of four equivalents of 
pyrrole vith four equivalents of aldehyde. 6 8  The preparation of substituted 
tetraaryl porphyrins by direct substitution of a tetraarylporphyrin is also possible and 
im  teen described by Loach at al. 6 9 - 7 0
Using the mixed aldehyde approach the preparation of the 5-(R), 10, 15, 20 - 
tritolylporphyrin, where R » 4-pyridyl, is possible. Here the pyridyl group provides a 
ligand for a second, redox-aetfve metal site on porphyrin and the compound of general 
structure VIII can be prepared for the study of photoinduced electron transfer.
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One of the useful fixtures of ¥i!l for the present study is that the pyridyl groups 
are constrained out of the plane of the porphyrin ring due to steric interference
between the ^-pyrrole and o-pyridyr protons. 7 1  Thus, the overlap between the tvo Tf
i ' , '
systems is minimized, thereby reducing the adiabaticity of the system. Thisstru ctural 
feature is suggested from molecular models ( CPK ) and X-ray crystallographic structure 
determinations have generally confirmed this suggestion.7' Dynamic 'H NMR has been 
used to estimate the energy barrier for rotation of the phenyl rings in tetraphenyl 
porphyrin ( TPP ) metal complexes of Ry (US), in ( i i i i ) ,  and T i(lr) in which the phenyl 
rings are unsybstituted or para substituted. Since the ortho hydrogens on the two sides 
of the porphyrin plane are nonequi valent, coalescence of these phenyl proton resonances 
has been observed, and rotational terriers for these complexes are found to reftge from
1 1  to 1 ? Kcsl/moi.7 2
Another feature of the system which makes it attractive for studies on ET is the 
vide range of driving forces (Table i and II, Chapter f) that can be obtained by replacing 
the trans ruthenium ligand or the metal in the porphyrin center, arid by following the 
electron transfer from singlet and triplet excited states.
The incorporation of the neighboring ruthenium is performed by following the 
method of Curtis et «I.7 5  The synthetic pathway for obtaining different trans ruthenium 
compounds is described below and was worked out in detail by Isied and Taube 7 4  “ 7 5  and 
further improved by Curtis etal.7 3
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so.
í(NH3)C;;RulilCl]C12 + NaHSOj -------- ---- 1 t.r Ru" (H302. =:,Jj>
trans-[(NH3 ) 4  Rul! (HS03)2 j ------- -------- ► trans-[(S02) Ru i NH3  ) 4  Cl î Ci
trans-l(S02) RuH( NH3  ) 4  Cl ] Cl + L ---------»■ trans-[(S02) Rul!( NH3 ) 4  L ] Cl 2
d  HoOo/HCl . . .
irans-[(S02) Run( NH3  ) 4  L ] Cl 2  ----— -------► trans-[(S04) Ru" 1 ( NH3  ) 4 L ] Cl £,
trans- I(S04) Ru111 ( NH 3  ) 4  L 1 Cl 2 -----— -— y trans- [ H20 Ru11 ( NH 3  ) 4  L 3 Cl 2
irans-[H2 0  Ru*1 ( HH3 ) 4  L 3 C l-, + L* ------- > irans-[ L Rui! ( NH3 ) 4  L ] Cl -,
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2.1 Synthesis of Bifuftction&l Por&hyr.fis and their precursors
The free ligand porphyrin , 5 - ( 4 - Pyrldyl ) - 10,15, 20 - tritolyl- porphyrin, 
was prepared by analogy to the procedure of Little et al. 6 9  with the use of a mixed 
aldehyde approach. 4 g of Pyridine-4- cartooxaldehyde (Pfaltz & Bauer) ami 13 g of 
p-toly1carboxal#hyde (Aldrich) were mixed in S00 ml of hot propionic acid ( Alfa 
Products). Ten grams of freshly distil i<*§ pyrrole <Aldrich) were then added and the 
mixture reflux^ lor one hour. After cooling, the purple crystalline product was 
collect«! by filtration arts vetoed with methanol. The crude product was dissolved in 
chloroform and chromatographed on a 60 X S cm column of silica p i ( 100 mesh.
Baker). The second band was further purified by preparative TIC on alumina plates to
give 600 my of analytically pure product Anal: Calcd (found) for C 4 $ H 35 N 5 .4  H2  C,
75.7 ( 75.7); H, 5.9 ( 6.1 ) ;  N ,9.6 (9.2). M +, 658.1 (657.9 ealed); strong peaks at
i i +“ (C-j>H^)n, n » 1 , 2 ,  3. Further purification of the second band was achieved by
dissolving the mstsrial in reagent grade methylene chloride and rechromatographing on 
a 40X2 cm column of silica gel. The 400 MHz NMR spectrum and the absorbance and 
emission spectral features of the final product are summarized in tables H and Hi.
The [Ru 1 , 1  ( KH 3  >5 0 ! Cl 2  was used as the starting material for the synthesis of
the bifunctional porphyrins described herein and was synthesized according to the literature 
method. 7 9
The I R #  dtHg^HjjO] (P F ^  wbs prepared according to the procedure published 
by Curtis et 0L7 2  with miiwr; motiflorttom. In a typical preparation a 0.1 -g sample
11
Table I I . Absorption Msxima. Extinction Coefficients3 and Emission Properties of 
H2TPP(P-CH3 )3 ( 4-Py ) in DMF solution
absorbtion ( extinction coefficients ) fluorescence
Soret IV III II 1 A m ax/nm
4 1 8 (5 2 0 .0 ) 5 1 4 (2 2 .0 )  5 4 9 (1 0 .0 ) 590 (6 .7 ) 646 (6 .0 ) 654 (2 .7  )  ^ 721 ( 1 . 0 )
a ^ max^nm ’n in 10^ M 'em ".1  ^ Relative Interesity .
Figure 7. Schematic illustration of the primary photochemistry in bacterial 
reaction centers
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of [ Ru1 1 (HH3  )g Cl ] Clg V83 8«fd£d to a AgTFA ( i)  ( Trifluroacetic acid) solution vhich
V83 made by dissolving 0.150 g silver (I) oxide ( f-ssher Scientifc ) in 5 ml of water, with 
minimum TFA ( Aldrich ) . After filtration the resulting solution of chloropentaammine 
ruthenium (HI) trifluoroscetate was then reduced by reaction vith zinc amalgam In a
veil degassed solution under Argon atmosphere (Air products). The reaction time cannot
exceed a period of tiiiK longer than 45 min. Upon completion the solution was serrated
from the zinc amalgam, filtered, and to ths filtrate a saturated solution of ( NH4 ) PF^
(Alfa Products) was aided. This resulted in the immediate precipitation of the pale yellow 
product which was collected by filtration, washed with ethanol-ether ( 2 0  - 80%) , and 
dried under vacuum. Anal. Calcd (found) for f Ru"(NH3  ) 5  H2 0 l(PF6 ) 2  H, 3.4? (3 .31); 
H, 14.11 (13. 97)
In a typical preparation,the I Ru5 ,1 (NH3  ) 5  (P)3 (P F ^ j  ( P = 5 - (4-Pyridyl) - 
IQ, 15,20-tritolyl porphyrin ) was obtained by dissolving 0.1316 g of I Ru*1 (NHj )g 
Hr«)] (PF6 ) 2  (10 fold excess) in 50ml of argon degassed acetone, yielding an orange
solution of the I Ruu (M H j^ i CHjCQCHj) } 2*  ion. To this was then added 42.4 mg of
P ( 5 -(4 -Pyridyl)-10,15,20-irltolyl porphyrin ) . The solution was allowed to stir at 
room temperature under a blanket of argon for at least 4h. To the reactant medium was
added a concentrated eqmus solution of NH P^Fg. The solid was collected by filtration
and washed extensively with water until the red color disappeared from the filtrate 
solution. The product was wsshed with ether and dried under vacuum. It was possible to 
isolate the ruthenium ( 1 1 1 ) compound by washing the solid extensively with chloroform.
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The 400 MHz NMR spectrum is summarized in table ill. The elemental analyses for the 
low yield oxidized product (~ 60mg)gave the following results; Anal. Med (found) for
t Ru m ( NH3  ) 5  (P) ] ( PF6  ) 3. 2(CH3 ) 2  CO (P = 5 - ( 4 - Pyridyl ) - 10,15, 20 -
tritoly!porphyrin) C, 44.8 ( 45.2 ) ; H, 4.48 ( 4.43); N, 10.0 (10 .6); Ru, 7.2 (7 .3 ) .
Synthesis of trans-[P Ru1 1 1 ( NHj ) 4  (L ) ] (PF$ ) 3  ( L - py and 3-Cl-py and P -
5 -(4 -Pyridyl)-10 ,15,20-tritolylporphyhr ) was performed according to procedures 
described by Isied and Taube74-75 improvements by Curtis et el.7 3
The first step was the synthesis of trans - [ SO2  ( NH3  ) 4  Ru 11 Cl ] Cl. 2.5 g of 
[ ( NH 3 ) 5 Ru11 Cl I Cl2  was dissolved in a 100 ml of water and tested to 80 °C. Then 
3.55 g of MaHS03  ( Alfa Products) was added to the solution and kept for approximately 
90 min under a continuous stream of SOg(Air Products) gas. After cooling, the pale 
yellow crystals of trans - I(NH3) Rul! ( HS Oj ) we r e  collected by filtration, washed
f * ywith acetone, and dried uniter vacuum. The crystals were then dissolved in 6 M HC1, 
and tested carefullu until the color of the solution turned to orange. The orange 
crystals were filtered from the cool solution. The trans-t(S02 )Ru!l («» 5 ) 4  Cl} Cl was 
recrystallized fey dissolving in a minimum volume of hot O.ul M HC1, and filtering 
while hot into 25 ml of 1 MHC1 . Anal. Calcd ( four«!) for [Rulf (NH3 ) 4 (S02) (Cl) }C 1
2 .H 2 O H, 3. 9 2 (4 .0 5 ) ;  N, 18.18(18. 27).
The tranMS04  Ru,n ( NH3  > 4  <L) ] Cl ( L = py end 3-Cl-py) was prepared by
dissolving O.lg of trens-t CS02 ) Ru ( NH3  >4 Cl] Cl in 5 ml of neutral H2 0 at ~40°C.
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A fivefold molar excess of L was added and the color change from orange to yellow. 
After 15 min of reaction time, the product was precipitated by the addition of 15 
volunmof acolone. The suspendend crystals were decanted, washed with acetone and 
ether, and then dried under vacuum. This solid was then dissolved in 5 ml of double 
distilled water, filtered, and to the filtrate wss slowly added 3 ml of a 1:1 mixture of
30 % H2  ^ 2  (1*0 reagents) and 2 N MCI. After stirring for 10 mi a, the oxidized
product was quenched by the addition of 15 volumes of acetone. The final product vas 
decanted, and dried under vacuum. Anal. Calcd (found) for { Rum(NH3 ) 4 (S0 4 )(Py) 1C1 
H, 4. 51 (4. 17) ;  N, 18.44(18.31 ).
Ths [( SO4 ) Rui! (NH3  )g H^i] (PF6 ) 2  was prepared following the same method
described herein for the synthesis of the [ Rulf (NH3  > 5  H2 OJ (PF^ > 2  •
The trai®-|P Ru1 11 ( KH3 ) 4 (L ) ] ( PFg)3 (L=py arid 3-Cl-py and P=5-(4-Pyridy1)
-10,1 S,20-ti1fely1 porphyrin) were prepared by dissolving trans-t (SO4 ) Ru1 1 (NH3 ) 4
H2 0 ]( PFg> 2  (10 fold excess)in 5 0 ml of argon degassed «»tone, yielding an orange
solution of the trans-[( S04 ) Run (NH3  ) 5  ( CH3 COCH3  ) ]2+ ion. To this was then
added 42,4 mg of P( 5-(4-Pyridyl)-10,15,20-tritolyl porphyrin ) . The solution was 
allowed to stir at room temperature under a blanket of argon for at least 12h. (  More 
time Is required for L » 3-Cl-Py). To the re^tant medium was added a concentrated
aqueous solution of N^PF^. The work-up was identical to that followed in the 
synthesis of [ RuM (NH3 ) 5  (P)] (P f6 ) 3 . Anal. Calcd (found) for -. { Ru m (S % ) 4 (P)
8 2
(Py )l(PF 6 ) 3  H, 3.91<4. 06); C, 45. 6 8  (45. 06 ) ;  N, 10. 44(10. 44) and [Run(NH3 ) 4
(P) ( 3-Cl~Py ) ] ( PF6 > 3  H ,4 .1 7 (4 .12 ) ; C, 49. 78 (48 .67 ) ; N, 11.38 (11. 21) .
All compounds were characterized by cyclic voltammetry. The result» ere shown in 
Table l¥. These compounds appear to undergo fairly rapid solid-state decomposition; 
however, reproducible electrochemical and spectroscopic data vere obtained as long as 
the experiments were carried out within several days of their preparation and isolation.
The oxidized adducts [Ru 1,1 (NH3 ) 5  (P)l (PF6 ) 2  and trans-[P Rum(NH3 ) 4 (L)l
iPFg)2, vere generated in situ by the addition of a small amount of bromine vapor to
a solution of the compound dissolved in DMF. The ruthenium (II) compounds can also be 
oxiduied and isolated by following the method described by Curtis et al.7 3
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Table IV: E , /2 Values vs. the NHE in DMF ( V ).
Compd E1/2
(Rua/n)
t-i/2
p + / o
Ru(NH3) 5 Py 0.40
Meao H2TPP(pCH3) 3(4Py) 1.38
[P Ru(NH3) 5] (PF6 ) 3a 0.40 1 47
Ur-Ru(NH3)4 (Py)2 ](PF6 ) 3 0.59
[tr-P Ru<NH3)4 Py](PF6 ) 3 0.58 1.43
lir-PyRu<NH3)4 (3-Cl-Pg)] (PF6 ) 3 0.62
iir-PRu(NH3)4 (3-C1-Py)](PF6 ) 3 0.66 1.44
■ *  P = Meso-H2TPP(pCH3)3(4PY)
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The synthesis of mono-substituted porphyrin, H 2TPP ( p-CHj ) 3  (4-Py ) ,  was
f. y  '
accomplished by means of a mixed-aldehyde approach. The desired prophyrin 
crystallized from the reaction mixture along with tetratolylporphyrin and small amounts 
of polysubstituted totraaryl porphyrins, which were separated by column 
chromatography. The final product is obtained in low yield: Notice here that the yields 
of tetra - substituted porphyrins cy means of the ssrrts «pprossb rarely exceed 25%.69
This cornpoiifsd pve satisfactory elemental analyses, when water of crystallization 
is included. Table H lists the electronic absorption and emission data. The electronic 
ateorbtion spectra are listed with adoption of the numbering system ( 1-iY > for the 
visible bands used by Falk. 7 6
The aromatic region of the 4GQ-MKZ HMR spectra shown in Fig 8 . clearly indicate
the structure of the H 2 TPP (p-CKjij (4-Py). The pyrrole, tolyl and pyridyl protons
are labeled in Figure 8 . b comparison with the spectral patterns obtained from the 
tetratolyl porphyrin, Figure 9 helps in the assignment of the chemical shifts observed 
for the pyrrole and tolyl protons. In both, the peaks due to ortho and meta tolyl 
protons, and pyrrole protorts (c) are found in the same region as in the tetratolyl 
porphyrin spectra. However, the presence of the pyridyl group in one of the meso 
positlom of the ring, causes the appearence of tvo more pyrrole peaks, assigned as a 
and b. Such effects are widely observed in mono and polysubstitited porphyrins 7 7  The 
integration area for sll the peaks support the assigned structure. Mass spectral data 
(Figure 10) also supports the assigned structure and stows the expected parent peak.
The incorporation of Ru (HI) in the pyridyl group was accomplished by the methods
2.2 Results
*• .* . '"V
Figure 9. 400 MHz spectra of the aromatic regions of the tetratolyl porphyrin .
8 6
P
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Figure 8. 400 MHz spectra of the aromatic regions of the h^TPPCp-CHjJM-Py)
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Figurei0. Maas spectra of h^TPPip-
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Figure 13. a) Cyclic voltamogram of t r a n s - H2TPP(p-CH3)d(4 -P y) Ru(NH3)4 Py
b) Cyclic voltamogram of trans-H2TPP(p-CH3 ^<4-Py)  Ru(NH3)4 ( 3-Cl-Pg)
V o l t s  vs. Ag/AgCl
1.4 .7
V o l t s  vs. Ag/AgC1
o
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All melting points were taken in glass capillary tubes on a Melt-Temp laboratory 
Device and are reported uncorrected.
Elemental Analyses vere performed by Galbraith Laboratories, Inc. in Knoxville,
Tennessee.
Proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectra ( 'H-KMR) were recorded using CDC13
as solvent. The 400 Mite spectra vere recorded on a Bruker Model WH- 400 FT-NMR. 
The chemical shift data are reported in parts per million (on the d scale) dovnfield 
from internal tetr«methyl3 i1 ane.
Carton nuclear magnetic resonance spectra ( 1 3  C - NMR) were obtained using a 
Bruker Model WH - 400 FF-MMR and a Jeol Model FT - 100 with proton decoupling. The 
chemical shifts art in parts per million from internal tetramethylsilane.
High resolution mass spectra ( MS) were recorded on a YG Analytical LTD 7035 
moss spectrometer. Low resolution mass spectra( MS) were recorded on « Dupont 21 - 
49GB mass spectrometer at 75 eY unless otherwise noted.
IR spectra were recorded on a Perkin Elmer Model 467 infrared spectrophotometer. 
Visible and UY vere recorded ©n a Perkin Elmer Lambda-3 instrument interfaced 
to a Digital LSI -11 /Q3 computer.
Electrochemical data vere recorded at 200m¥/s sweep rate by using a Princeton 
Applied Research Model 173 poteniiostat in conjunction vith a model 175 universal 
programmer. The reference electrode vas a Ag/AgCl electrode ( Bio-Rad). The electrolyte
solutions vere purged of sxygen by nitrogen bubbling. The E j / 2  values vere obtained
as the half-point potentials between the oxidative and reductive current-voltage peak
3. Methods
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maxima end converted to values vs. NHE by adding 0.24V.
The working electrodes used wore either Au, Pt, or glassy carbon electrodes supplied 
by Bio-Rad and were freshly polished before eech use.
Static emission measurements were made in a Perkin-Elmer MPF - 44 A 
spectrofluori cmter.
Unless otherwise noted, material were obtained from commercial suppliers ami used 
without purification. In experiments requiring dry solvents, N, N - dimethyl for msmiife 
{ DHF ) ( J . T. Baker ) was distilled from 4 § molecular sieves ( Union Carbide ) at 
reduced pressure ami stored over 4 ?* molecular sieves. Benzene was dried by the 
addition of small pieces of sodium metal in the presence of bereophenone. The 
henzoptanone turned from to blue when benzene was dry. The solvent was collected by 
vaccum distillation and kept under a dry nitrogen atmosphere.
Analytical and preparative thin layer chromatography ( TLC) was carried out on 
silica p i plates parchased from Analtech, Inc. Column chromatography waa carried out 
using Baker Reagent Grade Silica Gel ( tOQm&sh).
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C H A P T E R  I I I
Photoinduced Electron Transfer in Bifunetional 
Porphyrin - Ru<i i I ) Ammme Complex"
T
99
100
INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, much theoretical and experimental progress has teen made in 
un&rstanding the factors which govern the rate of electron irsi»s&i' raacitoiiS. Rw^ntly 
much attention in the field of electron tr&nafer studies has been devoted to 
end poorly understood parameter», such as tte w.ance and orientation between the donor 
and acceptor, aiKl the driving force in noraxtiabatic systems. The distance dependence of 
the rate of electron transfer between redox partners is predicted by recent theory i~4 t0
be:
kn °  c lHabl2|FC1 ( l >
whir® |Hg i^ =¥oexp(-0iR) ( 2 )
«  =is a factor which is proportional to the energy difference between tte electron 
doiwr and the medium 
R is the distance between localized electronic sites,
C Wd V0 sre constants,
and [FCJ represents tte Franck-Condom term.
It is clear from equation (2 ) that the rate of electron transfer has a strong 
expanantial on distance <i.e. orbital overlap) which is contained in the
electronic esypling matrix element, jH ^ j.
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The equation also predicts the dependence of rate on AE, E r , and temperature
through the Franck-Condon weighted density of states factor, [FC]. in the 
high-*temperature, strong coupling lim it, the model reduces to the classical Marcus 
equation 2 :
E r is the total rear^ amzation energy
The classical Marcus inotW has tears applied successfully to explain electron 
transfer in anabatic systems. Howevj, relatively little is known about either the 
ell stance or driving force dependence of nonedlabatic systems. Nonadlabatlc reactions are 
ubiquitous in biological systems since the reactants ere separated by large distances2 " 6.
Several experiments which were designed to probe the distance depends rice as well 
as the driving force dependence of electron transfer are discussed in detail in copier 
II. The most promising systems are molecular adducts vhlch contain both reactants and 
products which are covalently attached by a rigid molecular spacer. Relatively few of 
these bifunctional molecules have 80 far been prepared, but these systems have provided
very useful information, since it is possible to measure the effects of rate on AE7, 
reactant separation8 and orientation 9 without the complications inherent in diffusional 
systems. For example, Miller et a l .7 have reported the first experimental evidence of 
the controversial Marcus "inverted region".
(3 )
where A - 2 1 3 ^ 1  2/ b 2W ( 4 )
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Furthermore, new questions arise from such systems. For example, Closs awl 
M iller10 have studied electron transfer in bifunctional steroids. They found k^  >
10 6 s "1, at »15 5 donor-accepter separation and AE *0.1 V, whereas Gray et a l11 
reported k rt *  20 s“1 in Ru(lli) substituted cytochrome c at similar driving force and 
donor-acceptor separation. It seems that the nature of the reagents, ami /or the 
intervening material can dramatically alter the rates of electron transfer reactions. In 
addition the angular alignment between two aromatic redox partners may play a 
iujmikant role in optimizing the rate of electron transfer.
The use of porphyrins in studies of photoinduced electron transfer reactions has 
been growing In the last few years. One advantage of using porphyrins is that the 
charge can be created by photosxcitation of the porphyrin. Otherwise, if  the system 
lacks the presence of the luminescent chromophores, the charge must be created by the 
use of a third species, or by pulse radiolysis, which brings complications that are 
Inherent to &tch technique adopted.
In most of the photoinduced electron *. prefer studies, the porphyrins are covalently 
linked to quinor&6 by a flexible linkage which allows both the distance and orientation 
between the donor arcS acceptor to vtiry *,,d«ly *2 - 21 Recently a new class of 
porphyrin-quinone adducts where the donor and acceptor are linked at a fixed distance 
have fe&sn reported 0 “ 22. For exemple, Wasielesvski and Ntmczyk8 reported a very 
efficient quenching of the singlet excited state in a Perphyrin-quinone system, linked by 
a rigid spacer, but the -presence of a htfdro<isrb©n spacer could play a significant role as 
a fKmible ansmiission line for the electron transfer.
More information can arise from states of new classes of molecular adducts by
i 03
varying the nature of the $pcer and of the reagents. To this end ve prepared a nev 
class of bifunctional porphyrin-Ru(ill) ammif$ complexes of tfte general structure:
In the above structure, the pyridine ligand is held essentially perpendicular to the 
porphyrinic ring m tf- orbital overlap between both reactants is minimized. X-ray
diffrtction results on tetra-meso-arylporphyrins indicate that the dihedral angle between 
the phenyl rings and the porphyrin is 61 - 63 s. 23-24 in addition, the reaction
driving force, AE can be systematically varied by appropriate replacement of the trans 
ligand in the sixth coordination position of the ruthenium complex.
The first goal of this vsrk is the study of plsotoirvduced electron transfer in these 
complexes as o function of the driving force. The rate is expected to increase with 
if!cr«s4sinig driving force as predicted by the theoretical models for electron transfer. The 
P-Ru(fll) system can provide all necessary information to test this prediction.
Secondly, it 1$ expected that the relative orientation of the pyridine ligand might 
play a significant, role in optimizing the rate of electron transfer. The extent to which 
angular orientation of t!t& reactants effects the rate of the electron transfer, and thus
in
<J (NH3)4 f
L' = NH3 
L' = Py
L' = .(3-Cl-Py)
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the Bdiabaticltg of system, can be adressed by this system. The intramolecular 
rates observed in th» bifunctional porphyrin where the porphyrin-pyridine orientation 
is fixed, are compared with the inter molecular rates observed in the diffusional
mounter reaction involving monosubstitufefe porphyrin and unbound Ru(ill)(MH 3)g Py
complex, sine* in the diffusional case, all pyndine-porphyrin orientations are piwsible. 
Therefore, rrasasurisiTOnts involving the diffui.^ Ml pt«Moinduced electron transfer let ween
monosubstituLd porphyrin and var^ng con&i.irations of the unbound RudilKNIi s )5
complex will be performed.
Finally, It wiii te useful also to compare the rates observed in P-Ru(IH) system 
with the rates observed in a homologous system described recently by Neteel et al. 22 
In the latter system e quinone is attach«! to the meso position of the porphyria and the 
relative orbntatlon between both rings Is also expected to be " nearly- perpendicular.
t. Materi&is and Methods 
dgjgjQSi
The solvents were all recent grade. If» experiments requiring dry solvents, N,N- 
Dimethylfbrmamiils ( IW  ) \m  distilled from 4& molecular sieves (Union Carbids) at 
reduced pressure. Methylene Chloride were purchase from J . T. Baker as 
Spectrophotometric Grade Solvent . Events were allowed to stand over 4 8 molecular
sieves.
m m
Static emission nieasursmenfc were msd§ 1» 8 Perkin-Elmer MPF - 44 A 
spectrofluori meter. Sample» of free li^nd porphyrin and modified porphyrin were 
adjusted to the sains ccs^ntration, using s Perkin Elmer Lambda-3 instrument.
s ta tio n  wavelengths correspond to the Soret peaks ( i\ = 480nm), and emission was 
nunifcjfd at the maximum of the emission testd.
Lasar flash photolysis studies; were carried cut by King a Quanta--iby DC ft-?.
Nd:YA6. The inecond harmonic < J\ ■ 532 nm ) , 250 mJ per pulse and a flash duration 
of B ns, was used as the excitation source. A monitoring tungsten lamp was used. A 
shutter which %m controlled by the computer and synchronized with the laser, 
minimized the time that the sampte was exposed to light. The signal t»Uettd from a 
1P28 photomultiplier was amplified by a FET probe amplifier ami input into a 
waveform Biomation 6500 transient digitizer. The system was interfaced to a Digital 
LS! - 11/03 computer which controlled the firing of the laser.
i 05
The kinetics were monitored by observing the return of the porphyrin signal 
( bleaching of the Soret) or by observing the 'transient triplet-triplet absorption in the 
450 nm region, where the triplet-triplet absorption band characteristic of free base 
porphyrins predominates25.
The values of the triplet excite! state lifetime decay were obtained from the Single 
Exponential Unser Lesst-Squares Fit program. 2 6  It is assumed here that the molecular 
luminescence obeys a single exponential decay leading to an expression of the form:
l(t) * l 0  exp (-t / t )  (5)
where I is the Intensity of transmited light for a particular time t of the T1  - T2
aksorbiiftce decay cum , l0  Is thi> Initial Intensity and T 1 s the excited state lifetime
decay. Dates were converted to absorbance ( assuming zero baseline > and a fit was 
obtaintid from plot of In A vs time yielding a straight line ( assuming a singls 
exponential decay) . The slope yields the lifetime and the fit yields the calculated fit data
curve.
1  cm quarts cells were used and samples were degassed by the freeze-pump-ttev 
R'tsttoi Measurements were also made in a Ar-purged solution snd both methods proved 
to be efficient in eliminating oxygen from the solution. /
The fforphyrins under study follow Beer's law in DMF over a concentration range of 
10~5  to tO^M. The fact that the Seer's law holds over this concentration range 
indicates that oligomer formation ami stacking is negligible.
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2. Results and Discussion
The rate of photoinduced electron transfer in the system under study is 
experimentally determined as the difference between the rate of triplet decay for the 
free ligand porphyrin and the modified orte/ie;
k ET 1 /T  - 1 / T n ( 6 )
where T0 represente the triplet dressy lifetime of the unmodified porphyrin (freeligand) 
and t is the triplet decay life time of the modified porphyrin. Thus the rate of excited 
state decay of the modified porphyrin is expected to be much larger than that for the 
free ligand porphyrin' since the presence of an electron quencher in the mesa pyridine 
opens a new (and not surprisingly) efficient competing decay channel.
The population of the porphyrin triplet excited state i3 facilitated by the relatively 
small S - T  splitting, high intersystem crossing yield and long triplet lifetime27 of 
the porphyrin chromophore. The determination of the triplet state decay ( obtained by
• V .  ;
monitoring theT1 — ► T2 absorption spectra.Shovn in Figure!, is a state diagram 
shoving the pathway leading to Tj - T2 absorption. Absorption in a is followed b;
intersystem crossing b , to populate Tt . It i3 then capable of absorbing photons and 
undergoing Tt — * 12 transitions. The electron transfer pathway to the acceptor is 
shown as well as the spontaneous triplet decay. The kinetic information was obtained 
from transient absorption measurements of the bifunctional porphyrin dissolved in DMF 
at room temperature.
The triplet excited state decay of free ligand porphyrin,, 5 -  ( 4 -  Pyridyl) -10, 15,
f igu re  1. state Diagram Sh o v in g  the Electron Pathway Leading to the Reduction
of Acceptor
1.08
Donor Acceptor
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20-tritolyl-porphyrin was observed by monitoring the T-T absorb nee at 450 nm. The 
resulting excited state decay is shown in Figure 2. The decay curve shows a single 
exponential decay over the first 65& of the total reaction. Lower correlations were 
obtained if the entire range of the decay curve were measured. The result suggest several 
possibilities: First, gross errors could have been made during the baseline subtraction 
since the baseline is not flat in the time base U3ed(time base of 500 ns per chfmr•■•! > 
used) Second, more than one decay rosy occur if the free ligand porphyrin presents more 
than one conformation in solution. Another possibility is that the pyridine may be 
protonated, but thi3 possibility is unlikely in DMF. The presence of a second excited 
decay was observed by another research group, using homologous systems28.
The triplet excited decay of the modified porphyrin is shown in Figure 3. Our 
results show that the incorporation of a neighboring Ru(llS) center in the meso 
pyridyl, modifies the reactivity of the porphyrin moiety. The rate of the triplet excited 
state decay is reduced from 6.5 X for free porphyrin ligand to 4 X 104 s _t
for the meso-tritolyl [ N - (pent^mminerutheniun)(lll) pyridyl]porphyrin ( I ).
The observed qoenching of the triplet excited st*te m s  tentatively assigned to a 
photoinduced electron transfer process from the porphyrin excited state to the 
ruthenium, in order to test this assignement we chose to vary the exothermicity of the 
system 3ince for electron transfer the rate depends on the exothermicity for reaction.
To acheive this goal in the Porphyrin - Ru system, the driving force of the system was
1  ' 1 '*■
changed by varying the redox potential of the ruthenium. Thus, the redox potential of 
the Ru(lll) was altered by replacing the amine "trans" ligand on ruthenium with ligands 
that are ts acceptors. The Ru (111, If) formal potentials acquire more positive values as the 
tt-accepting capability of the sixth ligand increases. The amino ligand on the trans
Figure 2. Decay of T-T absorption of 5-(4-pyridyl)-1GJ5,20-tritolyl-porphyrin in 
Diif observed at 450nm. Average of 50 laser shots. Continuous line shovs the 
theoretical correlation ( C ■ 99& ) for 65* of the reaction.
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iFigure 3. Decay of T-T absorption of H2TTP( p-CH3)3 (4-Py ) Ru 111 (NH3 ) 5 in DMF
observed at 45Qnm. Average of 60 laser shots. Continuous line shovs the 
theoretical correlation ( C > 99Î5 ) for 90 % of the reaction.
T IM E  < IN JiSEC )
position of the ruthenium was replaced by pyridine and 3-Cl-Py. The driving force, AE, 
for each molecule 1 3  the resulting sum of the on® - elytron oxidation potemial anti the 
one-electron reduction potential for each molw«lar sdduct. For the Porphyrin- Ru
system, AE is estimated using
AE = E ( P / P +) + E(Ru3+/Ru2+) (7)
The difference between this energy and the energy of the lowest triplet excited 
state of the porphyrin, yields then an estimate of the exothermicity of the plKrtoinduced
electron transfer resetion. We assume that the entropy change of the S0 - T? process is
negligible. Thus the exothermicity is estimated using
AU- A S - E 0 j^( P - 3P*) (8)
For exa?r 'nf based on the cyclic voltarnmogram detas shown in table 1, we estimated, 
a value of + i.U7e¥ for the free energy of the ground state of P-Ru system. Combined 
vith a value E q_£S (P ~ 3P*) « t.44eV, AU = -0.37 eV ves estimated for the excited 
triplet state, it is clear th&t is easier to achieve electron removal from an excited 
state than from the ground stave. Another important point to be noted is that the 
exoiftsrmicity of the P-Ru(llt) system can also be altered by following the transfer 
from the singlet excited states or by incorporating a metal into the porphyrin.
The resulting values for the photoinduced electron transfer as a function of the 
exoti-jermidty are displayed in table IS. The triplet excited state decays for compounds ii 
and ill is shown in Figures 4 and 5.
The rate of the excited state' decay increases (Figures 4 and 5 ) following the order:
 ^  ^free ti^ and  ^  ^  ^NH3 * * ^3-d-Py •
I 12
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Table II í  . , Vaiue3 v s  the NHE  in D M F  ( V )I / C.
Co m pd '
E 1/2
(Ru“ ' * )
E(/2
p V O
[P P u ( N H 3 ) 5 l < P F 6 ) 3 â 0 4 0 1 4 7
[ t r - P  R - J s N H j ^ P y K P F g ^ 0 . 5 3 1 . 43
[ t r - P R u ( N H 3 ) 4 ( 3 - C l - P y ) ] ( P F 6 ) 3 0 . 6 6 1 4 4
à P  = M eso-H 2TPP(pCH3 )3 (4PY)
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Table II Rate of Electron transfer  and driving force P - R u ( l l l )  
Homologues
Compd
A E b
(V )
k ET°
( s ' 1;
(P Ru(NH3) 5 ] (PP6 ) 3a 0.38 4.0 X 104
[tr-P Ru(NH3‘)4 Py](PF6 ) 3 0.55 • 1.2 X 1 0 5
[tr-PRu(NH3)4 (3-C l-Py ) ] (PF6 ) 3 0.63 5.0 X 105
a - P = Meso-H '/T P P (p C H j) j(4 P Y )
b - Measured U3ing AE = E0_ 0(P  - 3P*) + E ( Ru 3+/ ru2 + ) - e ( p+/ p °
E (P  - 3P*) = has taken as 1 *“0-0 .44 eY
c - Measured using Eq. 6
DMF observed at 450nm. Average of 60 laser shots. Continuous line shows the 
theoretical correlation ( C > 99% ) for 90 *  of the reaction.
Figure 4. Decay of T-T absorption of H2TTP( p-CH 3)3 (4-Pg } Ru !lf (NH 5 )  4 Py in
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I
I
I
I
"i
FiçureS. Dewy of T-T absorption ofH2TTP( p-CH3)3(4-Py )Ru 111 (NH3 ) 4 ( 3-Cl-Py)
in DMF observed at 450nm. Average of 150 laser shots. Continuous line 
shows the theoretical correlation ( C > 99% ) for 90 % of the reaction.
1 16
TIME < IN USEC )
The observed results were interpreted if* terms erf ties classical Marcus 
thsory 29-31. ite « 1 ready this theory assumed tfiai all ekdrcut tr3 ru»for
rescHoiiiS occur on an adiabatic potential surface, vhlch is fornted by an avoiuai 
crossing of the reactants and products caused by a strong electronic interaction.
The rate caustant for a ptotoinduced electron transfer may be written as
where A is a preexpaisential factor, which in the classical theory is simply a collision 
frequency 29-31, i: r Is the total reoryafriZfitioR energy. As already mentiorted E r represents 
the sum of ths internal ( h  J  and external ( A „) reorganization energies. A  .is  due toi S s
the band length slid bond angle deformations, and A i i  due to the solvent reclamation 
energy.
This ‘theory predicts Xhat the ret* of electron transfer increases with increasing 
exciter imclty. Indeed, this prediction is conflrri^ for the system under study, as is
eleariy instated by \ta  plot of M  vs. AU< Figure 6 ) . The best agreement between
theory ami expert msnt is obtained if  one uses a value of 0.8 V for E r . This fact is
strongly suggestive thai electron transfer is the dairi&md ration  ftttitway, but energy 
trafssftr pathways are not automatically precluded. Three otter mechanisms could produce 
the qusnching of 4*1 pl®t excited state of porphyrin: ( 1 ) energy transfer from the 
porphyrin excifa latest© sjentasmssii» Ruthenium states and back to ground porphyrin 
states; (2 ) “Heavy-atom* quenching which c&aty&a the fast radiationless stecay routes. 
(3) Exchange quenching, <4) or magnetic dipole q®Berring.
IFigure 6 . Plot of log of the photoinduced electron transfer vs. the free energy change of
the electron transfer reaction. The continuous line was calculated by using the
i
Marcus free energy relationship ( eq. 9 ) Er = 0.8 eV .
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The first possibility is excluded since energy transfer from the lowest porphyrin 
triplet excited state ( î .44 ev) 3 2  to the lowest pentaamin ruthenium states ( *  3 ev) 3 3  
is too endothermie to te considered important.
If tltf observed quenehiftg of the lowest porphyrin triplet excited state ts due to a 
“heavy-atom“ quenching, the same change in the resctivitu of the porphyrin should be 
observed when the Ru (til) b reduced to Ru(il). Kinetics results of P-Ru(ll) shows 
tne same triplet excited éecei* thst vas observed in the free ligand porphyrin, thus 
eliminating the possibility of the deactivation via the second mechanism.
Tte third and fourth possibilities su'm to be remote since, the ruthenium 111 
species is located considerably far from tte center of the ring, where such effects 
could be effective. The synthesis of a non reducible Ru (111) species is suggested to 
elucidate this point.
To provide more direct evidence of redox product formation a kinetic competition 
experiment was perfor»rsd. The experiment consisted of irradiating ( Iff ) in DMF. It is 
known that porphyrins can mediate the photooxidation of a variety of organic 
substrate2 7  and photoxidation of DMF ?jy porphyrins has been observed 34. The
f;«rpSujrin triplet excited state does not react di redly with DMF (TDMF = TCMSCW)- The
resulting kinetic competition experiment shows that when (111) is irradiated in DMF,
Ru (II! ) Is reduced to Ru ( I I ) ,  but no such reaction occurs in CHjCN. Figure 7. stows
the visible spectra of P-Ru(IH) systems before and after photolysis. Tte spectra 
obtained after photolysis is characteristic of the P-Ru(H) system. This fact provides 
evidence for a clear case of intramolecular electron transfer, followed by solvent 
oxidation by the porphyrin cation radical.
î 19
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Thus, the experiments reported here provid evidence that the triplet excited state 
of the porphyrin moiety sensitizes the electron transfer to the Ruthenium complex. From 
these st«die* it is clear that in the normal free energy region, the quadratic dependence
of in k on A U predicted by ths Marcus theory is beaicelly correct.
We felt that It would be of Interest to examine the return of an electron to 
porphyrin b*j ji watering the reappearance of the soret band after bleaching (bleaching h  
caused by a las« of an electron from the ground state). It was observed that the rate of 
back electron transfer is faster than the forward electron transfer rate. Therefore the 
rate of forward electron transfer is rate determining in the repopulation of the ground
suite porphyrin. Such a result is expected, since for A »0.8 V, k ET back 2  kCT
forward.
it is interesting to compere the rm lt observed from compound (I?!), ViWe tfta
rate of 5.0 X I0 0  s"! was observed at AG *  -0.64 V with that found in structurally
homologous porphyrin qulnone system (IV) (10 s ~! ) at AG «-0.02 V 22. Two 
points
IV
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mist be emphazised tore:
1) In both systems the distance ami orientation between donor and acceptor appear 
to be similar.
2) The Franck Con&ft fac^is are optimized in the porphyrin-RuUli) system, but 
not in the porphyrin quinorte.
Tha obvious question that arises is ; How can such dramatic diference of six orders 
of msomtude in rate be explained ?
Tr&e spüiíxsia of the system under study vss based on the simple fact that the 
i,. iaUiiiiwh bstvcen pyridine and porphyrinic ring ensures weak electronic coupling, 
arid thus reduces the ailiu&iticity of the electron transfer.
This strategy appears to work in this system ami the low observed rate could 
reflect the orientation between both reactants evei though the porphyrin and ruthenium
complex are in intimate contact. (< Van der Weals contact)
It is interesting to note that data of Wssielewski et a l9  suggest a rate > 10 1 os-1,
at AG » - 0.70 in a molecule where the the u  electronic system of the porphyrin 
maintaifis a 6  I  ©aye-to-edge separation with that of the quinone in a parallel fashion. 
It seems that the rate here is optimized by the proper orientation of donor and acceptor.
Our results on the electron transfer reactions can be utilized in conjunction with 
the classical and/or quantum mechanical models to obtain an estimate of the distance 
traveled by the electron. DeVault 3 5  derived an equation for the probability of an 
electron transition passing from the reactsnl potential surface R to the product potential 
surface P at a as,v given energy. In his derivation the nuclear motion was treated
classically but the probability P RP of an electronic transition from R to P was derived
by the and Zener equation. Tne resulting equation is 8 combination of Equations
and:
A = 2lf/fi |Hafa| 2 ( 4 n E r Kb I ) ~1 /2 (11)
Thus structural information about the separation of the electron donor and acceptor 
might be obtained through the prefactor A. Calculations based on this formula give |Habj= 
3.2 X tO-2 cm-1 which is surprisingly rwnadiabatic for a system in which donor and 
acceptor are in close contact. Equation 2 was used to calculate the distance R given the
constant a = 1/e, vhere the parameter & is expressed in the same units of R and was 
estimated from puiou radiolysis studies suggesting a »0.75 8 36. We expect that the 
relative angular orientation between donor and acceptor could cause a large effect on 
lHabi- *n this calculation such an effect wa3 not considered, and the adopted value of 
0.75 8 for the constant “a" reflects an average of angular distributions. This analysis 
of our experimental findings a’bvs us to estimate the distance travelled by the 
electron as being about 11 S. it appears that the electron travels from the edge of the 
prophyrin ring to the canter of ruttenium atom, probably via a through space pathway. 
This distance was calculated by CPK models .as being about («7 8), while the 
center-tu-center distance is ca. 10 8. The edge is defined as that position one space 
;,iii ji'i.eler uv&y from the maximum in «-electron density.37
To our knowledge this is the first case of rwnadiabatic electron transfer reaction 
where the redox centers are at a close contact. The demonstration that the rates of 
electron transfer are nonadiabatic even at the Van der Waals distance adds support to 
recent suggestions that the degree of adiabaticity in many diffusions! electron transfer
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reactions can se low.38
The quenching of H2TTP(p-CH3)3(4-Py) in a OMF solution containing various
concentrations of unbound Ru 111 (NH3)5 Py [(1- 30) X 1Q~4 M] show that (Figure 8) the
rate of electron transfer increases linearly with ruthenium complex concentration at low 
values «nd then mure rapidly, suggestive a very efficient static quenching mechanism. No 
rate saturation was observed at the highest concentration of Ruthenium complex, 
suggestive of static .. i^nching. Such static quenching is veil established for quenching of 
porphyrins by other aromatics acceptors.39
Surprisingly, the inter molecular rate of quenching of F^TTPip-C^jH-Py)
exceeds the cor responding intramolecular quenching rate in compound (I) even at low 
concentration of the que.cher. it is interesting to note that in ( I ) ,  the “quencher" 
portion of the molecule is obviously already in “collisional“ contact with the porphyrin. 
The observed rtues in bimolecular reaction are faster than the corresponding 
uni molecular reactions. The maximum bi molecular rate is set by the solubility of
RuiiU) (NHjigPY and it is 100 times faster than the rate observed in (i).
Orientational averaging is expect wr a. collisional electron transfer reaction, and
i• \ , * 
a proper orientation could lead to higher adiebaticity than that achieved for the
dimetallic porphyrin where the geometric constraint tends to minimize the rate of
electron transfer.
The reactants in the bi molecular study allow the formation of two different 
geometries which might optimize the rates of diffusions! electron..transfer:
1) Attack by utf "ammine" face, reducing the distance between the porphyrin and 
ruthenium.
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2) Coplanar attack of pyridine in the porphyrin ring ( moat probably over the 
pyrrole ring) resulting in a stacking geometry bstveen the porphyrin and pyridine.
Calculations by Marcus and Siders4 0  predict that the relative orientation between 
two rf-system plap an important role 1rs optimizing the rate of electron transfer. For 
example the rate is optimized in a stacking geometry, and minimized in a perpendicular 
orientation. This prediction provides supper* for the latter explanation.
Summary
Summarizing our results, we note ttoi the photoinduced electron transfer in a 
P-Ru(H!) system depends on the driving force of the system and the rate increases 
following the ur<Jer: k free < K (3_CH>) • This results are
interpreted in terms of tie classical Marcus theory, which predicts a quadratic dependence
u Ink on All. From these data an estimate of the reorganization energy is obtained: E r =
0.8 eY. Theoretical analysis of our results allows us to estimate the degree of adiabaticity 
83 being |Hg|jj — 3.2 X 1£T2  cm- 1  whicis is surprisingly nonadi8 batic for a system in
which tioswr and «aepxor are in close contact.
io our understanding, this is the first case of a nonadiabatic electron transfer
reaction in which donor and acceptor are In i  Van der Waals contact. Such findings may
i ■ f
have importaiit biological implications. At least tvs explanation are possible:
1) Perhaps the relative orientation between the pyridine and porphyrin ring plays 
an important role in optimizing the rate. The meso pyridine in the bifunctional 
porphyrin is constrained essentially perpendicular to the porphyrin plane, due to steric
interference caused by the pyrrole arri o-pyridine protons. Thus tf-u overlap is 
minimized. In the absence of strong sronffltic coupling, it appears that the transfer 
occurs directly to the ruthenium atom, probiably via a through space pathway. By
contrast, in analogous prophyrin quinone systems the through space path is much 
sorter, consistent with the faster rates observed in such systems. This explanation i3  
consistent with calculations of Marcus and Sitters. 4 0  However, at a 60 * relative angle 
one would expect relatively large overlap.
2) In the reactive electronic state, little or no density resides at tte >$jsso carbon,
\ / J
so that & through bend pathvay is effectively prevented. Son» support for this notion is 
available from 11* claculation of Gouterman et el.4 1
We concluded ttet. noiwsdiateticity can occur, even at the Van der Waal disisnces 
bstveen reactants, if the interaction geometry is not optimized. The distance traveled by 
the electron was estimated to be 1 1  S, vhich is consistent vhich a center-to-center 
distance between both reds* partturs.
The observed rates in bi molecular reaction, bei'wc^ n unsubstituted porphyrin and the 
RudllXNHjJgPy are 100 times faster than found in uni molecular Porphyrin-Ru(liE)
systems. Tfiis fact might be understood in similar Geometric terms. In the hi molecular 
reaction, Tf-ii overtep of the porphyrin arei pyridine may occur, leading to an increase
irs effective rate. r
f. • - , /
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